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The Indian Creek seismic reflection profile located in White County, Illinois is a
crooked seismic line with four 90 degree bends in the line, but otherwise it is generally
straight. Data acquisition geometry-related noise is present on shot records as well as
final stacked records. The purpose of this thesis is to process the Indian Creek seismic
data using industry standard seismic reflection processing software in various attempts
to reduce the noise associated with the profile geometry.
Methods applied were based on three different data acquisition binning
geometries and five different line geometry acquisition scenarios selected from the
complete 120 channel dataset. Binning geometries used include crooked-line, curved
slalom-line and straight line processing of the data. The acquisition geometry-related
scenarios used to produce final stacked records include:
1.) Elimination of very high fold cmp data
2.) Careful selection of velocity function locations
3.) Variation of the number of velocity functions
4.) Reduction of the number of channels used
5.) Use of individual sides of the split spread array
Results from these processing scenarios are presented in the thesis.
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The original stacked record produced by a professional data processing
company was used for quality control and comparisons to the stacked records produced
for this thesis. The stacked records compared were created using the straight slalomline binning method, which produced the best results of the three binning geometries
used for this thesis. The stacked records produced compared favorably with the
professionally processed records, however additional process experimentation was
done for this thesis.
The survey profile was interpreted using a synthetic seismogram based on a
sonic log and drill hole geology data from a well adjacent to the survey line. An older
seismic profile located approximately one mile north of the Indian Creek profile and an
associated synthetic seismogram was also used for the geological interpretation. Five
major reflectors were identified on the Indian Creek reflection records, they include: the
Golconda Formation, The Barlow Limestone, The New Albany Shale, the Knox
Supergroup, and the Eau Claire Formation. In one area on the western part of the thesis
record a subtle localized geological structure is interpreted to be a fault. It was not
clearly observed on the professionally processed record, probably due to the use of too
few velocity functions, resulting in a lack of resolution of the structure.
One of the important conclusions of this thesis is that in areas where small and
subtle structures may exist, it is necessary to use more velocity function to resolve such
features.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Reflection Surveys
Seismic reflection surveying is the primary method for hydrocarbon exploration
(Keary et al., 2002). It is also used extensively in academic studies focused on the
subsurface. Reflection surveying involves data acquisition as well as processing
techniques, i.e. filtering, that are applied to the data acquired during and after a survey.
The goal of a reflection survey is to generate a detailed and accurate seismic image of
the subsurface (Dobrin and Savit, 1988). In reflection surveying, seismic waves are
propagated through the Earth from a source (Keary et al., 2002). As the wave
encounters a boundary, its energy is reflected and transmitted (refracted) (figure 1.1).
Geophones detect the arrival times and amplitudes of reflected waves as wiggle traces.
The traces from the geophones are then grouped together to form a shot record using a
seismograph computer (figures 1.1 and 1.2). A collection of shot records can be
processed into an image called a stacked record (Keary et al., 2002).
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Figure 1.1: A diagram of source generated raypaths (orange arrows). The arrival times
of the reflected and refracted waves are recorded by geophones in a reflection survey.
The orange circle represents the shot; the blue diamonds represent the geophones. The
green arrows represent the raypaths of the transmitted waves; red lines represent
raypaths of critical refractions; the blue lines represent raypaths of the reflected waves.
The diagram on the right shows the arrival of the reflected waves at each geophone to
form the shot record. The reflection forms a hyperbolic path on this simple shot record.
See figure 1.2 for an example of a real shot record.

Figure 1.2: Shot Record. This shot record is from the Indian Creek seismic reflection
profile, the crooked-line profile studied in this thesis.
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Seismic Processing
Once a reflection survey is complete, the data are processed. Seismic
processing can be described as a series of cascading computer calculations that
correct, filter, and stack reflection survey data to generate an image of the subsurface
(Mousa and Al-Shuhail, 2011). The end goal of seismic processing is to produce and
improve the reflection image and to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (Keary et al.,
2002). This is done by stacking (adding) the traces within a common midpoint (cmp)
gather into a single trace after normal moveout is applied (see Chapter 3 (Methods)).
This single trace is then displayed with other single trace stacked cmp gathers from the
same survey in sequence to form a stacked record (figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.3: Signal-to-noise ratio improvement of reflection data through stacking. After
normal moveout is applied, a single cmp stacked trace (middle) is formed. This single
stacked trace is displayed adjacent to other cmp stacked traces, forms a cmp stacked
reflection record.
A common midpoint (cmp) is the point on the surface halfway between a shot
and a receiver that is shared by other shot and receiver pairs (figure 1.3 (top)). A cmp
gather is a collection of traces that share a common midpoint (figure 1.3 (top and
middle)). Normal move-out is applied to the traces in the common midpoint gather, and
then the traces are stacked. Stacking traces in a common midpoint gather enhances the
reflections and reduces the amount of noise. The number of traces in a common
midpoint gather is known as the fold. For example a cmp gather with 60 traces has 60
fold. Fold can also be calculated using the following equation:
4

𝐶𝑚𝑝 𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑠 ∗ 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔
2 ∗ 𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑡 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔

In a survey with 50 channels and a shot group spacing of 25 feet, this formula would
result in a fold of 25. Increased fold improves the signal-to-noise ratio and increases the
effectiveness of the stacking process. The Signal-to-Noise Improvement (SNI) from the
fold is calculated using the following equation:

𝑆𝑁𝐼 = √𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑
For this theoretical survey the SNI is 5. In straight line surveys high fold increases the
resolution of the stacked section by enhancing the reflections in each stacked trace. In
crooked-line surveys high fold may decrease the resolution and the effectiveness of the
cmp stack because cmps and traces are not in a straight line, causing reflections to be
out of phase on the gather when stacked. This results in poor stack quality and
increases noise related to survey line geometry.
Crooked-line surveys
In two dimensional seismic reflection surveys, two types of line geometries are
found: straight-line and crooked-line. This geometry optimizes the stacking process
because the cmps are in a straight line, which results in the reflections in cmps being in
phase after the data are corrected for “normal” move-out. In crooked-line geometry,
shots and receivers are not in a straight line. Crooked-line geometry is more common
because it is more cost effective to follow roads, which generally have bends in them,
but fewer obstructions than going “across country”. Crooked-line geometry represents a
challenge to conventional seismic processing techniques, which are based on the
5

assumption of straight-line geometry. The bends in the roads cause a lack of alignment
between shots and receivers, which reduces the effectiveness of the cmp stack. This
introduces geometry-related noise into the stacked record after normal move-out is
applied (Wu et al., 1995 and 1996; Mazzotti et al., 2000; Nedimovic and West, 2003).
The noise caused by the line geometry increases the overall noise in the stacked
section, and reduces the signal strength and the resolution of the image (Wu et al.,
1995).
The effects of the crooked-line geometry are observed in the shot records of the
Indian Creek Survey, a reflection survey with four 90-degree bends (Figure 1.4). In the
shot records, the bends in the line reduce the distances between the shots and
receivers. This reduction decreases the arrival time of the refractions and the reflections
from what they would be if the line were straight, creating a “bump” in the shot record
(Figure 1.5A). If the Indian Creek data set were a straight line, the reflections and
refractions would be without “bumps” (Figure 1.5B) unless the subsurface geology was
to introduce complications in the regularity of the data.
The bends in the Indian Creek Survey scatter the reflection points of the cmps
(Figure 1.6). The scattered reflections in cmps when stacked without corrections
introduce geometry-related noise into the final stacked record (see Figure 3 in Wu et al.,
1995).
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Figure 1.4: Location of the crooked-line survey (Indian Creek). The seismic profile is
located in White County, Illinois. The horizontal arrow indicates the survey was shot
from east to west. The red cross shows the location of the Stricklin well located near
shot point 297. Shot point numbers, beginning with number 101, are indicated along the
profile.
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Figure 1.5: Shot record effects of the 90 degree bends in the Indian Creek Survey. (A)
Shot 210 is located in the crooked portion of the Indian Creek survey (figure 1.4). The
bends decrease the arrival times, which create “bumps” (marked by black ellipses) in
the shot record. (B) Shot 321 is located in the straight portion of the Indian Creek survey
(figure 1.4). Notice the lack of “bumps” in the shot record. This is what a shot record
should look like when the data acquisition line is straight.
8
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Figure 1.6: Map of possible cmp locations for the Crooked-Line Indian Creek Survey based on shot point and receiver
locations. The cmps are marked by blue dots. Notice that there are many cmps and that the cmps are not in a straight
line except in the straight portion (shot points 271-361) of the seismic line. Below the cmp map (top) is a blown-up
section of the line.

Noise
In seismic surveys, shot records and stacked records may contain several types
of noise. Noise can be defined as an undesirable part of any data set. In seismic
reflection surveys everything that is not a reflection is considered noise. For example, in
a reflection survey, ground roll, refractions, and air waves are considered noise in
addition to ambient noise. There are four main types of noise in seismic surveys:
random, coherent, impulsive, and geometry-related.
Random noise, also known as incoherent noise, is an unpredictable part of a
signal that has no correlation between traces, and it is the most common type of noise
found in seismic surveys (Yilmaz, 1987). Examples of random noise include: noise from
power lines, human activity such as driving by a survey, and vibrations from wind.
Random noise is typically high or lower frequency and can be suppressed by filtering
the shot record and by stacking the traces.
Coherent noise is a predictable part of the seismic signal and it can be correlated
between traces (Baddari et al., 2010). Forms of coherent noise in reflection surveys
include ground roll (surface waves), air waves, multiple reflections and refractions
(Figure 1.2). Coherent noise is generally high amplitude and high or low frequency
(Baddari et al, 2010). Coherent noise can be suppressed by using standard filtering
techniques.
Impulsive noise is typically isolated spikes or high amplitude noise on traces in
the shot record. It is removed by a despiking (median) filter or by killing the noisy traces.
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Noise related to line geometry is the result of a misalignment of the reflection
points in the cmps due to the line geometry. This appears exclusively in crooked-line
surveys (Wu et al., (1995), Mazzotti et al., (2000), and Nedimovic and West (2003)). It
mainly appears in the stacked record but sometimes can be found in the shot records of
crooked-line surveys. Geometry-related noise can be reduced through filtering of the
stacked section but there is a great risk of removing interesting geological structures. A
more common approach to reduce geometry-related noise is slalom-line processing.
Slalom-line processing
In slalom-line processing, the processor draws an acquisition line which is
superimposed onto the survey line using computer software (Figure 1.7). This slalomline could either be entirely straight, or slightly, or very curved, but generally it has fewer
sharp curves than the actual acquisition line (Figure 1.7). The processor projects bins
that contain common midpoints onto the slalom-line and continues to process the data
in the normal fashion using standard seismic processing techniques and the new line
geometry.

Figure 1.7: Slalom-line. In slalom-line processing the processor projects the slalom-line
onto the acquisition line. Notice that the slalom line (red) in this figure is straighter than
the acquisition line (black) but still has some curvature.
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Thesis Research
Slalom-line processing has been shown to reduce the effect of the geometry
related noise associated with the bends in the seismic acquisition line; however, the
noise is still present to some extent (Wu et al., 1995; 1996; Mazzotti et al., 2000;
Nedimovic and West, 2003). The purpose of this thesis is to (1) process the Indian
Creek seismic line using three different binning geometries and (2) to experiment with
geometry related noise reduction techniques on the different binning methods. The
noise reduction techniques to be applied to data in the different binning methods are: (1)
elimination of the high fold cmps, (2) manual selection of velocity function locations, (3)
varying the number of velocity functions used in stacking, (4) reduction of the number of
channels used in the stacking process and (5) using only one side of the split spread
survey in the stacking process. In addition to the noise reduction techniques, the
processed straight slalom-line stacked record will be compared to an Indian Creek
stacked record that was processed using straight-line binning by a professional seismic
data processor. The goals of this comparison are to validate the processing steps and
to ensure the line was processed accurately in the thesis. Also to be included in this
thesis is a geological interpretation of the Indian Creek data using well logs and
geological data from the Stricklin well, located near shot point 297, and the Hamilton
County seismic line (Sexton et al., 1986) located one mile north of the survey.
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CHAPTER 2
GEOLOGIC SETTING

Illinois Basin
The Illinois Basin (figure 2.1) is an oval shaped depression that extends into
parts of southeastern Illinois, southwestern Indiana, and western Kentucky. The total
area covered by the basin is approximately 60,000 square miles (Bushbach and Kolata,
1991). The Illinois Basin is bounded by the Mississippi River Arch and the Ozark Dome
to the west, the Cincinnati Arch to the east, the Kankakee Arch to the northeast, and the
Pascola Arch to the south, which separates the basin from the Reelfoot Rift (Bushbach
and Kolata, 1991). The southern part of the basin is underlain by the New Madrid Rift
Complex (Braile et al., 1982a, 1982b, 1986; Sexton et al., 1986). The New Madrid Rift
Complex includes the Rough Creek Graben (Soderberg and Keller, 1981), the Reelfoot
Rift (Ervin and McGinnis, 1975), the Indiana Arm (a series of geological structures to the
northeast in the Wabash Valley), and the St. Louis Arm located to the northwest near
the St. Genevieve Fault Zone. The major deformation areas (figure 2.2) of the basin are:
the Wabash Valley Fault System (WVFS), the LaSalle Anticlinal Belt, the Du Quoin
Monocline, the Cottage Grove Fault System, Fluorspar Area Fault Complex, and the
Shawneetown-Rough Creek Fault Systems as well as the St. Genevieve Fault System
to the northwest (Bushbach and Kolata, 1991).
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Figure 2.1: Regional setting of the Illinois Basin and surrounding structural features.
Source: Kolata and Nimz (2010). Black box indicates study area.(©2010 University of
Illinois Board of Trustees. All rights reserved. Figure courtesy of the Illinois State
Geological Survey.)
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Figure 2.2: The major structures of the Illinois Basin and the surrounding area. The red
star indicates the location of the Indian Creek Survey. Wabash Valley Fault System is
marked by the blue lines. (Modified from: Kolata and Nimz (2010). ©2010 University of
Illinois Board of Trustees. All rights reserved. Figure courtesy of the Illinois State
Geological Survey.)
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The tectonic development of the Illinois Basin began with the Proto-Illinois Basin
(a large basin located in the Precambrian rocks) (Kolata and Nimz, 2010). The origin of
the proto-basin is still debated today. McBride et al. (2003) suggested that the basin
was an old volcanic caldera with dimensions similar to those of Yellowstone. Others
suggest that the proto-basin was created by a rifting event (Ervin and McGinnis, 1975).
During the late Precambrian period, the Reelfoot Rift opened up along the
southern margins of North America due to the breakup of the super continent Rodinia
that formed the Lapetus Ocean (Ervin and McGinnis, 1975; Braile et al., 1982). Magma
intruded into the lower crust during the rifting. The resulting pluton is associated with a
large positive gravity anomaly (Ervin and McGinnis, 1975; Braile et al., 1986).
Once rifting ended in the early Cambrian period, the Illinois Basin was part of the
Mississippi Embayment, a large embayment that exceeded the boundaries of the
Reelfoot Rift (Schwalb, 1975). This embayment subsided during the Paleozoic Era to
compensate for the mass of the igneous rocks that intruded into the lower crust during
the rifting in Precambrian (Ervin and McGinnis, 1975). This region experienced minor
tectonism during the Middle Paleozoic which led to the uplift of several domes and
arches that surround the proto-basin (Kolata and Hildenbrand, 1997) (Figure 2.1).
Subsidence of the basin rapidly increased during the Late Mississippian into the
Early Permian Periods, from the Alleghenian and Ouachita orogenies related to the
formation of Pangaea (Braile et al., 1986). The modern basin was formed with uplift of
the Pascola Arch (figure 2.1) between post-Pennsylvanian to the Middle Cretaceous
Time Period (Kolata and Nimz, 2010).
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Basin Stratigraphy
The Illinois Basin contains over 100,000 mi3 of sediments that range in age from
Cambrian to Quaternary (Bushbach and Kolata 1991). A major unconformity exists in
the basin between the Cambrian sedimentary rocks and the crystalline igneous rocks of
the Precambrian Period (Bickford et al., 1986). The unconformity between the Cambrian
Mt. Simon (LaMotte) sandstone and the Precambrian igneous crystalline basement
rocks is exposed in the St. Francis Mountains near Farmington, Missouri. It is also
observed at a depth of 13000 ft in the Cuppy deep drill hole near Dale, Illinois. The
sediments of the Cambrian to Mississippian Periods are different types of marine
limestone and shale, except for the sandstone Mt. Simon and Eau Claire Formations
(Figure 2.3) (Weller and Bell, 1937). The sediments from the late Mississippian to
Pennsylvanian Periods are a mixture of shale and sandstone types with coal seams
throughout (Figure 2.3) (Weller and Bell, 1937).
Based on the interpreted stacked record of the Hamilton County Seismic Line
(Sexton et al., 1986) and the synthetic seismogram created from the sonic log of the
Stricklin Well located on the Indian Creek seismic profile, the expected reflections on
the Indian Creek stacked record are from the following layers: the Golconda Formation,
the Barlow Formation, the New Albany Formation, the Knox Supergroup Formation and
the Eau Claire Formation. The following is a brief description of the mentioned rock
units as describe by Williams et al. (1975). The Golconda is a limestone and shale
group that consists of three different rock layers with the Beech Creek “Barlow”
limestone at its base. The thickness of this group varies from 60 to 80 ft, depending on
its location in the basin. The Barlow “Beech Creek” is an argillaceous dark-brownish
17

gray limestone with black round grains. This unit is present throughout Illinois and is
widely used in structural maps of Illinois. The thickness of the Barlow varies from 35-40
ft in northern Illinois and thins in southern Illinois. The New Albany is a dark black shale
that contains an abundance of resinous spores. Conodants are often found in this unit.
The New Albany is the source rock for much of the oil in the Illinois basin. The Knox is a
dolomite supergroup. It covers a wide range of geological ages ranging from Cambrian
to Ordovician. The Knox Supergroup is mainly dolomite, except in northern Illinois
where it is intermixed with thin sandstone layers. The Eau Claire which is the last unit in
the Knox Group is a dolomite to dolomitic sandstone depending on its location in Illinois.
In northern Illinois, the Eau Claire is a dolomitic gray sandstone whereas in Southern
Illinois is a fine grain dolomite with thin siltstone and shale beds. At the base of the Eau
Claire is sooty sandstone colored from finely powdered pyrite.
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Figure 2.3: Stratigraphic Column of the Illinois Basin. The units between the blue lines
are found in the Stricklin well (marked by black arrows). (Source: Nelson (1995). ©1995
University of Illinois Board of Trustees. All rights reserved. Figure courtesy of Illinois
State Geological Survey.)
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Wabash Valley Fault System
The Wabash Valley Fault System (WVFS) (Figures 2.2 and 2.4) is located near
the center of the Illinois Basin and extends into southwestern Indiana. The WVFS
includes 12 named faults, three large grabens, and some minor structures in an area
that is approximately 55 miles long and 30 miles wide (Bristol and Treworgy, 1979). The
faults of the Wabash Valley Fault System are: Albion-Ridgway, Cottonwood, HeraldPhillipstown, North Fork, Maunie, Junction, Inman, Inman West, Inman East, Pitcher
Lake, Mt. Carmel-New Harmony, and Ribeyre Island. The WVFS is bounded by the
Cottage Grove and the Shawneetown-Rough Creek Fault Systems to the south, and the
LaSalle Anticlinal Belt to the north (Bristol and Treworgy, 1979). It is also bounded by
the Albion-Ridgway Fault to the west and Mt. Carmel-New Harmony Fault to the east.
The faults are parallel high angle normal faults that strike north-northeast and bound
horsts and grabens (Bristol and Treworgy, 1979). These faults also have significant
amounts of strike-slip displacements (Bear et al., 1997; Bodziak, 1999). The faults
generally diverge as they approach the surface (Bushbach and Kolata, 1991). The faults
offset Pennsylvanian and older strata including Precambrian basement rocks,
suggesting that the last motion of most of the faults in the WVFS was during the
Pennsylvanian (Sexton et al., 1986; Bear et al., 1997); however, more recent
geophysical studies have detected offsets in Quaternary sediments which show that the
last motion of the faults was in the Quaternary or the Holocene (Bodziak, 1999;
Legrande, 1999; Sexton et al., 2005; Woolery, 2005).
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Figure 2.4: Wabash Valley Fault system. The black rectangle is the study area.
(Modified from: Bristol and Treworgy (1979). ©1979 University of Illinois Board of
Trustees. All rights reserved. Figure courtesy of the Illinois Geological Survey.)
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Study Area
In the study area, the local geology of the field area for this thesis was
determined from surrounding well data and the Hamilton County Seismic Line (Sexton
et al., 1986). The stratigraphy of the area is shown in Figure 2.3. A structural map of the
base of the Barlow Formation in the area (Figure 2.5), shows a small ridge that runs
northeast to southwest and a small valley of similar orientation. There are also series of
oil and gas wells that follow this trend from the northeast to the southwest. The study
area is located in the Wabash Valley; however, the closest fault to the study area is the
Albion-Ridgway Fault, which is one mile east of the survey (Sexton et al., 1986).
The northeast to southwest trend of the oil wells intersects the Hamilton County Line
between shot points 650 and 750 (see Figure 3, Sexton et al., 1986). At this
intersection, a small dome or anticline was located on the stacked record of the
Hamilton County Line at 0.2s (Figure 2.5). The stacked section of the Hamilton County
Line (Figure 2.5) shows that the reflectors are generally flat-laying with little to no dip. It
also reveals no major faults in the survey area (Figure 2.6). The nearest fault to the
survey area is the Albion-Ridgeway Fault which is one mile east of the Indian Creek
Seismic Line (Sexton et al., 1986).
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Figure 2.5: The study area base of Beech Creek limestone (Barlow) bedrock
topography map. The contours represent bedrock topography at 20ft. intervals. The
location of the Stricklin well is marked by the red star. The Hamilton County Line
(Sexton et al., 1986) (red) is one mile north of the survey line (the black line). The
numbers on the Indian Creek Seismic Line are shotpoint locations. The arrow indicates
the direction of the trend of the ridge in the Beech Creek (Barlow) limestone. This map
was based on the resistivity logs of surrounding well logs. (ISGS, 2014,
maps.isgs.illinois.edu/iloil/)
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Figure 2.6: Hamilton County Line seismic profile (Sexton et al., 1986). Dome structure or anticline is marked the red
ellipse (Below the arrow. The reflectors are generally flat laying with little to no dip. (Figure is modified with permission).

CHAPTER 3
METHODS

Data Acquisition
A 2-D vibroses reflection profile (Indian Creek) was collected by Bay Geophysical
Inc. in White County, IL, in June 2008 (see Figure 2.4). The line exhibits crooked-line
geometry with four 90-degree bends along the road of the profile (Figure 2.4). The line
was shot using the common midpoint method with split-spread geometry (Figure 3.1)
using receiver arrays with six geophones, each spaced 10 ft apart. Geophone groups
were spaced 55 ft apart. Two mini-vibroses buggies were used as the seismic sources
for the survey. The shots were spaced 55 ft apart and located “on the half-station”
between the receiver arrays.
The nominal fold for the survey is 60. The nominal signal-to-noise-improvement
of the survey is 7.75 (√60). At each shot point, eight sweeps were completed with a
sweep frequency range of 18-180 Hz. The length of each sweep was 8 s. The listen
time was 10 s, and therefore the record length was 2 s. An Aram (242.315) 120 channel
seismic system was used to record the data. The number of channels active for each
shot varied from 60-120 due to the cmp method used in the data collection of the line.
The data were recorded in Segy format with a sample rate of 1 ms. Data acquisition
parameters are listed in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Line geometry. The line was shot from east to west. The green circles
represent the receiver group locations and the blue diamonds represent shot locations.
Table 3.1: Acquisition parameters
Shot Spacing

55 ft

Shot location

Shots located on half station

Group Spacing

55 ft

Phones Per Group

6

Phone spacing within a group

10 ft

Sweeps at each shot point

8

Sweep frequency

18-180 Hz

Sample rate

1 ms

Record length

2s

Near offset

27.5 ft

Listen Time

10s
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Binning Methods
The reflection data was processed at the Applied Geophysics Laboratory at
Southern Illinois University Carbondale under the supervision of Dr. John L. Sexton.
The data was binned using three different methods (Figure 3.2). Bins are used by
processors to collect the cmps in a survey. In straight-line surveys, one bin corresponds
to one cmp; however, in crooked-line surveys one bin could contain multiple cmps. Bins
(rectangular or circular, depending on the software) are always drawn perpendicular to
the acquisition line. With the crooked-line binning method (Figure 3.2A), the in-line (DX)
bin dimension of 27.5 ft and a cross-line (DY) bin dimension of 110 ft were used.
Crooked-line binning means that the bins exactly follow the survey line and the bins turn
where the line bends. Several different bin dimensions were tested. 27.5 ft by 110 ft
yielded the best results and were therefore the chosen dimensions for the crooked-line
method. The 110 ft cross-line dimension was chosen to collect possible cmps around
the corners where the line bends.
With the curved slalom-line method (Figure 3.2B), a curved slalom-line was
drawn along the general trend of the survey using computer software. After testing the
same dimensions as those of the crooked-line method were chosen for this method.
In the third set (Figure 3.2C), a straight slalom-line was drawn along the general
trend of the profile, disregarding the road bends. The line was binned using the DX bin
dimension of 27.5 ft and DY bin dimension of 1500 ft (Figure 3.2C). A DY bin dimension
of 1500 ft was chosen to encompass the cmps between bends one and two into a single
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bin and the cmps between bends three and four into another single bin (Figure 3.3).
This bin size also collected all possible cmps between bends two and three.

Figure 3.2: (A) Crooked-line binning method (red line) note how the bins turn or rotate at
the right angle bins. (B) Curved slalom-line (red line) along the general trend of the
profile and the bins turn more smoothly. (C) Straight slalom-line (blue line) method. The
black numbers denote cmp bin numbers.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the large bin dimensions for the straight slalom-line method.
The large bin dimension encloses the cmps between bends one and two into a single
bin. It also encloses the cmps between the bends three and four within a single bin. This
figure is an enlarged section of Figure 3.2C. The black numbers denote cmp bins.
Seismic Processing
The data from the Indian Creek Survey were processed using Vista 2D/3D
version 12.030.3415 (64 bit) processing software. Standard processing steps (Table
3.2) were applied to the cmp data obtained from each binning method. The parameters
for each processing step remained constant for each so that the stacked records for the
could be compared to each other.
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Table 3.2: Processing steps
Geometry setup (for the different binning methods)
Static Corrections (Datum: 500ft, Replacement velocity (10000 ft/s), surface source)
Trace editing (Killing/Muting)
Ormsby bandpass Filtering (20/30/70/100)
Spiking Deconvolution (Operater length 80ms, noise 2%)
Velocity Analysis
Normal Moveout
Stacking
Migration

The Indian Creek data were imported into Vista three times so that the different
binning methods could be applied to the data. The end result was three different binning
geometries of the same data set. These geometries were then applied in the geometry
window of Vista.
Once the data were ready, static corrections were applied to the data. This
corrected the data for undulations in topography and for the thickness variation in the
weathered zone, which may delay or advance the arrival times of the reflections at each
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geophone. The undulation in topography and the variation of the thickness of the
weathered zone results in a misalignment of the reflections in the cmp gathers and the
final stacked section of the data. Static corrections shift the traces to a common seismic
datum which theoretically places all the geophones on the same datum plane. Common
static corrections applied to seismic data are elevation static corrections, refraction
static corrections and residual static corrections. Static corrections should result in a
better alignment of the reflections for the individual cmps and an improved velocity
function determination.
Elevation Static Correction
Elevation static corrections take into account the changes in topography across
the survey (Figure 3.4). The changes in topography either increase or decrease the
arrival time of the seismic wave received at each geophone. The end result is a time
shift in the traces. To account for the time shift, the processor defines a datum for
example sea level (Figure 3.4). The computer calculates the time shift to be applied to
the seismic traces which places the geophones on the datum. The end result is
flattened topography across the survey with shots and receivers are located on the
same plane (Figure 3.4).
In Vista, the flow command ElevSta was used to apply the elevation static corrections.
The parameters used include a datum of 500 ft, a replacement velocity of 10000 ft/s,
and a surface source. An example of the result of the elevation static correction is
shown in Figure 3.5. Notice that there is a time shift (10 ms) of the traces between the
before (Figure 3.5A) and after (Figure 3.5B).
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Figure 3.4: Elevation static correction. Top: Seismic ray paths are influenced by
undulating topography and the thickness of the weathered layer. Bottom: Elevation
static corrections remove the effects (time delay or advance in the seismic traces)
caused by the undulation of the topography and the varied thickness of the weathered
layer.
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Figure 3.5: Results of the elevation static correction applied to the data. The shot record
is from the data set. (A) Shot 132 before the static correction was applied. (B) Shot 132
after the static correction was applied. Notice the small time shift (10 ms) between the
top and the bottom image. The traces in bottom image are shifted down compared to
the top image.

Refraction Static Corrections
Using the refraction seismic method (Keary et al., 2002), refraction static
corrections take into account the changes in the thickness of the weathering layer
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(Figure 3.4). The velocity of the weathered layered is slower than the velocity of the
more compact or lithified hard rock beneath the weathered layer. The difference in
velocity may cause delays in the arrival times of the seismic waves at the different
geophone groups. This would not be a problem if the weathered layer were a uniform
thickness across the survey. However, the varying thickness of the weathered layer,
depending on its velocity alters the arrival time of the seismic reflections. To find the
thickness of the weathered layer, the processor looks at the shot records and selects
the arrival times of the refractions at each geophone (in processing terms, this is known
as first break picking). The processor plots the first breaks (Figure 3.6) on a graph of
time versus distance and then draws lines through the data points and finds the inverse
slopes of the lines (Figure 3.6). The inverse slopes of the lines are the apparent
velocities of the weathered layer and the layer beneath the weathered layer. The
thickness of the weathered layer is given by the equation:

𝑍=

𝑡𝑖 𝑣1 𝑣2
2(𝑣22 − 𝑣12 )

1⁄
2

(Keary et al., 2002)
Where:
Z= thickness of the weathered layer
ti= intercept time
v1= velocity of the weathered layer
v2= velocity of the layer under the weathered layer
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Once the thickness, is determined the processor corrects the data for the time lag or
time increase. Refraction statics were attempted on the data set, but the geometry of
the line proved too difficult to get accurate first break picks for the correction in the
crooked portion of the Indian Creek Survey. First break picks were more accurate in the
straight line portion after shot 287, which is outside the influence of the bends in the
survey; however, due to the small section covered in the straight section, refraction
statics were not applied to the data.

Figure 3.6: Time-distance graphs of the first breaks of the weathered layer and the
underlying layer. The x-axis is distance and the t-axis is time. The inverse slope of the
blue line is the apparent velocity of the weathered layer and the inverse slope of the red
line is the velocity of the underlying layer.
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Residual Static Corrections:
Residual static corrections are the final static corrections to be applied to seismic
data. Residual static corrections remove the small time shifts that are left over after the
elevation and refraction static corrections are applied to the data. The small time shifts
are caused by errors in calculating and applying the static corrections. The errors are
the result of variations in the velocity of the weathered layered and the thickness of the
weathered layer, which could not be accounted for in the elevation and refraction static
corrections. Residual static corrections often improve the signal-to-noise ratio and the
reflection continuity of the seismic data (Mari et al., 1999). Residual static corrections
were applied to the stacked data but no time shifts were observed despite changing the
parameters of the command or applying the corrections to the cmp gathers or the
stacked record
Trace Editing
Once elevation static corrections were applied to the data, dead and noisy traces
and refractions were removed from the data, a process known as killing. In Vista this
was done in the seismic display window under Pick Data Trace Kills. Once the killed
traces were selected, the kill process was applied to the data using the flow command
KillTrc (see Appendix 1 for list of killed traces). The end results of the trace removal
process are shown in Figure 3.7. Refractions were treated as noise and were removed
using the mute function in the seismic display window in Vista. Once the mutes were
chosen they were applied to the data (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.7: Results of trace editing. The images are from the data set. (A) Shot 132
before killing was applied. (B) Shot 132 after trace killing was applied.
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Figure 3.8: Result of refraction mute. The images are from the data set. (A) Shot 132
before mute was applied. (B) Shot 132 after mute was applied.
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Filtering
Once the seismic trace editing was completed, an Ormsby band-pass filter
(Figure 3.12), a sloped trapezoidal band-pass filter, was applied to the data with the
frequency cutoffs of 20 Hz to 30 Hz: 30 Hz to 70 Hz; 70 Hz to 100 Hz. Filters suppress
and remove unwanted noise in the dataset.
A filter design begins with the examination of the frequency and phase spectrum
of the data set. This is done by using a Fourier transform, to transform the data from the
time domain to the frequency domain (Figure 3.9). In the frequency domain, a starting
filter is chosen and applied to the data to see if the filter suppresses the noise and
enhances the reflections. If the filter does not suppress the unwanted noise, the data is
transformed back into the frequency domain and the filter is revised and applied to the
data once again.
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Figure 3.9: Frequency and Phase Spectrum. Figure 3.9 shows the frequency spectrum
(top) and the phase spectrum (bottom) of shot record 132. These plots combine the
frequency and phase spectrum of each trace in shot 132 into a single plot. The blue
indicates the average frequency and phase spectrum of the combined traces for shot
132.
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There are a variety of frequency filter types that can be used in processing the
data. They are low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and notch (Figure 3.10). Low-pass
filters (Figure 3.10a) (also known as high-cut filters) suppress all frequencies above a
defined frequency. A high-pass filter (Figure 3.10b) (also known as low-cut filters) does
the opposite of a low-pass filter, suppressing frequencies below the defined frequency.
Notch filters (Figure 3.10c) suppress frequencies that are within the specified frequency
interval defining the notch filter. Band-pass filters (Figure 3.10d) suppress frequencies
that are outside a given frequency interval that defines the filter pass band.
A common problem with band-pass filters is ringing, which is seen in the wavelet
in the time domain (Figure 3.11). The ringing is the result of the Fourier transform of the
filter from the frequency domain to the time domain, known as the Gibbs phenomenon.
The ringing may contaminate the data and obscure the reflections. To reduce the
ringing, the ends of the band-pass filter are sloped (Figure 3.12). The sloped ends
reduce the ringing in the time domain and broaden the wavelet, which reduces the
resolution of the wavelet (see Yilmaz, 1987 for a detailed description of the effects of
sloping the filter on a wavelet).
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Figure 3.10: Ideal Filters.
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Figure 3.11: Ringing: Fourier transform of the band-pass filter (Boxcar) from the
frequency domain to the time domain produces ringing on the lobes (marked by arrows)
around the wavelet.
Ormsby band-pass filters are the most common filters used in seismic
processing. These filters are trapezoidal in shape (Figure 3.12). An Ormsby filter passes
everything unchanged between the inner frequencies and linearly reduces the
amplitudes between the inner and outer frequencies (Figure 3.12). For example an
Ormsby filter with the frequency interval: 10 to 20 Hz, 20 to 50 Hz and 50 to 100 Hz,
would taper the amplitudes between 10 and 20 Hz. The filter would pass everything
unaltered from 20 to 50 Hz and taper everything between 50 to 100 Hz. This tapering
reduces the ringing in the time domain caused by the Fourier transform. A side effect of
the Ormsby filter is a broader wavelet in the time domain which results in a lower
resolution wavelet.

Figure 3.12: Ormsby band-pass Filter: The Ormsby filter tapers the amplitudes between
F1 and F2. The filter passes everything between F2 and F3 and tapers the amplitude
between F3 and F4.
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An Ormsby filter (20/30/70/100) was applied to the data. This filter was chosen
after examining the frequency spectra of the reflections on shot records and then
applying a variety of different Ormsby band-pass filters to the data. It best suppressed
the unwanted noise without removing reflections. The result of the filter is shown in
Figure 3.13. The filter was applied before and after spiking deconvolution. A different
filter (25/35/70/100) was applied after stacking. This was used to reduce the remaining
noise on the stacked record.
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Figure 3.13: Result of Ormsby Band-pass filter. The images are from the data set. The
top is shot 132 before filtering and the bottom is shot 132 after filtering.
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Deconvolution
Deconvolution is a seismic processing step that improves the vertical resolution
of the seismic data by compressing the reflection wavelets in a seismic trace. This
compression increases the bandwith of the reflection wavelets (Fisher, 2009). A seismic
trace is the result of the convolution of the earth’s reflectivity with a source wavelet.
Compression of the reflection wavelets on a seismic trace is achieved by convolving the
seismic trace with an inverse filter (Fisher, 2009). The goal of deconvolution is to filter
the effects of the convolution of the earth’s response with the source wavelet on the
seismic trace.
There are several common types of deconvolution used in seismic processing.
Two of these types are spiking deconvolution and predictive deconvolution.The goal of
spiking deconvolution, like other forms of deconvolution, is to increase the vertical
resolution of the seismic data. Spiking deconvolution convolves the seismic trace with
an inverse filter. The ideal result of the convolution between the inverse filter and the
trace is a spike which is produced if the filter is infinitly long (Fisher, 2009). The result of
a spiking deconvolution on a seismic trace is narrower wavelets in the seismic trace.
The goal of predictive deconvolution is to remove multiple reflections seen in the
stacked record (Sheriff and Geldart, 1983). Predictive deconvolution predicts the arrival
time of the multiple reflections. This prediction is based on the arrival times of the
primary reflection events (Keary et al., 2002). The result of a predictive deconvolution is
an increase in the resolution of the data and the removal of multiple reflections in the
seismic image.
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Spiking deconvolution was applied to the shot records before stacking using the
Vista flow command Decon. The deconvolution operator length was 80 ms, with 2%
white noise added. These parameters were chosen after a series of deconvolution trials.
The result is shown in Figure 3.14. Notice that the wavelets are narrower in (B) than the
wavelets in (A).

Figure 3.14: Result of the Spiking Deconvolution. (A) Shot record 132 before spiking
deconvolution was applied. (B) Shot record 132 after spiking deconvolution was applied.
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Velocity Analysis
After spiking deconvolution was applied to the data, velocity analysis was
completed on the data set. The goal of velocity analysis is to determine velocity
functions that will flatten out the reflection hyperbolae in the cmp gathers. Velocity
functions are a set of velocities at different normal incident times that move out the
different reflections seen in the cmp gathers. The purpose of flattening reflections is to
ensure that reflections line up optimally in the moved out data set when stacked.
Velocity analysis was carried out in Vista under the Interactive Velocity Analysis
window (figure 3.15). In the window, three plots were used to determine the velocities
that will flatten out (moveout) the reflection hyberbolae. The plots are the semblance
plot, cmp offset plot, and the constant velocity stack (cvs) plot (figure 3.15). These
velocities are picked using either the semblance peaks or the cvs plots (figure
3.15).“Semblance” in seismic processing is a coherence measure that is used to
determine the velocities that best moveout the reflections on the cmp offset gather
(Sheriff and Geldart, 1983). The formula used to calulate the semblance is:
2

𝑀
1 ∑𝑁𝑆
𝑗=1[∑𝑖=1 𝑆(𝑖, 𝑗)]
𝑆𝑐 =
𝑀 ∑𝐾+1⁄2𝑁 ∑𝑀
2
𝑖 (𝑆(𝑖, 𝑗))
1
𝐾− ⁄2𝑁

Where j is sample number index, i is trace number index, K is the Kth sample number,
N is the number of samples in the analysis window, M is the total number of traces in
the analysis window.,S is the amplitude and NS is number of samples in each trace in
the window (figure 3.16). The cmp offset plot displays the traces of the cmp gather and
shows the effect of the velocity pick on thereflection hyperbolae.
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Figure: 3.15: Interactive Velocity Analysis Window plots. The semblance plot and the constant velocity stacking plot are
used for picking velocities that will flatten out reflection hyperbolae seen in the cmp offset gather plot. The effects of the
selected velocity picks on the reflections are shown in the cmp offset gather plot when the velocities are applied. The
horizontal axis of the semblance is velocity that ranges linearly from 6500 f/s to 20000 f/s. The peaks on the semblance
plot (red zones) are used to pick the best velocity for moving out a reflection at any selected time.

Figure 3.16: Semblance calculation. This figure shows a graphical representation of the
semblance calculation. The samples are marked by the orange circles. (i) is the trace
number index and (j) is the number index of a particular sample. K is a particular sample
number.
Once several velocity functions are picked from different cmps a velocity model
can be constructed by displaying the velocity functions together (Figure 3.17). The
model helps the processor determine if the picks and velocity functions are a good
representation of the velocity field or if there is more work to be done. If the model is
smooth and uniform, and the geology is not complex, the picks are good (Figure 3.17B);
However, if the model is irregular and non-uniform, the picks and the functions need to
be revised, unless the geology of the area is structurally complex (Figure 3.17A). It
should be noted that an overly smooth model may not accurately represent the
velocities of the subsurface in a region lacking complex geology and could introduce
errors into the final stack. The effects of velocity on the stacked section are shown in
Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.17: Velocity Models. A velocity model is constructed from several velocity
functions (black lines). (A) Is a poor velocity model if the geology is not structurally
complex. (A) Lacks continuous layers and is irregular. (B) is a good velocity model if the
geology is not structurally complex.
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Figure 3.18: Stacked sections with the velocity models from Figures 3.17. (Top) Stacked
section generated from the velocity model in Figure 3.17A. (Bottom) Stacked section
generated from the velocity model in Figure 3.17B. The black ellipses highlight the
areas of major differences between the stacked sections.
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Before velocity analysis could be applied, the data were organized into cmp
gathers and the semblance and cvs plots were created in Vista.This was done using a
job flow with a series of commands shown in Figure 3.19. The parameters and the flow
commands applied to the Indian Creek data are shown in Table 3.3. The parameters
were chosen after a series of different parameters were considered. Once the three
plots (cmp offset gather, semblance, and cvs) were created, velocity analysis was
performed on the data using the Interactive Velocity Analysis Window.

Figure 3.19: Velocity Analysis Job Flow. For more information about job flows and
velocity analysis see Vista 2D/3D version 12.030.3415 (64 bit) help manual and tutorial
manual.
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Table 3.3: Parameters used for velocity analysis job flow.
Super gather 7
Cmps per zone 3
2D Cmp selection 10_510 inc. 30 (Crooked-line binning method)
2D Cmp selection 10_480 inc. 30 INCCSL and INC (Curve and Straight
Slalom line binning methods)

AGC1: 500
AGC2
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The velocity functions for the data of the different binning methods were selected
based on the set of velocities that best flatten the reflections on the cmp offset gather
(Figure 3.20). This was done by picking the large semblance peaks on the semblance
plot (Figure 3.15) and creating velocity models like Figure 3.17B. The peaks on the
semblance contour plot represent the best velocity that would accurately move-out the
reflection at that particular reflection time. Ideally semblance peaks would appear as
bullseyes on the semblance contour plot. However, multiple reflections and line
geometry spread out the bullseyes, making it difficult to pick the correct velocities that
will best move-out the reflections. As the wavelet propagates through the earth its
frequencies are attenuated creating a broader wavelet. This broadened wavelet spreads
out the semblance peaks on semblance plot, making it difficult to pick the correct
velocities at the longer time intervals. The velocity functions were chosen by picking the
peaks on the semblance plots and avoiding cmps near the 90-degree bends because
the semblance peakes on those plots are spread out at those locations. The functions
were then revised multiple times until the velocity model was smooth and representative
of the area, based on the velocities of the (1986) Hamilton County Line. Thirteen
velocity functions were used for each binning method (see Appendix 4 for a list of the
velocity functions).
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Figure 3.20: Effect of one velocity pick on the cmp gathers. (A) A cmp gather with no velocity applied. (B) A cmp gather
using too high of a velocity. (C) A cmp gather using a too low a velocity. (D) A cmp gather using an appropriate velocity,
note the horizontal reflection at about 500 ms that is correctly moved-out.

Once the velocity functions were chosen, normal move-out was completed on the
cmp gathers. A normal move-out (nmo) correction moves out a reflection hyperbola on
the cmp gather (Figure 3.21) using the following equation:

∆T =

x2
2 t
2V𝑛𝑚𝑜
0

Where
∆T= the normal move-out
x = the offset distance
Vnmo = the velocity
t0 = the two way vertical travel time
The nmo calculated for each trace will shift the traces back to the two way reflection
travel time. The result of nmo is a flattened reflection hyperbola so that the traces can
be stacked within an individual cmp gather. The velocities (Vnmo ) come from the velocity
functions calculated during velocity analysis. Once the cmp gathers have been movedout, the data were ready to be stacked.
Nmo was applied to the data using the job flow command NMO. The NMO
command was part of a large job flow (Figure 3.22) used to create a final stack for each
binning method. The parameters used for the NMO command (Table 3.4) were the
same for each binning method, except for the velocity functions used to stack the data.
The data were stacked using the CMP Stack job flow command (Figure 3.22). The
parameters for each flow command are located in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.21: Normal Moveout.
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Figure 3.22: Job flow used to create the stacks of the different binning methods.
Table 3.4: Flow parameters used for stacking the data. The AGC flow commands have
the same parameteres.
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Often associated with nmo is dip move-out, which is used to flatten reflections
when dipping beds are present in the survey area (Keary et al., 2002). The equation for
the dip move-out is:

∆Td =

2x sin Ɵ
V𝑛𝑚𝑜

Where:
ΔTd = the dip move-out
X = the offset
Vnmo = the velocity
θ = the dip angle of the beds
In the depth range of interest in this survey, dipping reflectors were not seen in the
Hamilton County seismic profile near the Indian Creek profile (Sexton et al., 1986). Dip
move-out was applied to the data in an attempt to reduce the geometry noise in the
stacked record from the crooked-line profile, but had no effect.
Migration
Once the data were stacked and filtered, migration was performed on the
stacked data. Seismic data are collected and displayed assuming that there are flat
horizontal layers with no geological structures and that the reflection points of the layers
are directly beneath the receiver on the surface (Yilmaz, 1987). The result of these
assumptions is a distortion on the seismic record in the presence of highly structured
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geology. This is because the reflection points are not always directly below the
geophone locations (Figure 3.23). Migration is the process that attempts to remove the
distortion on the seismic record caused by the mislocated (plotted) reflection points.
This is done by migrating the reflection points to their estimated true subsurface
locations and vertical times. Migration also collapses the diffractions, if present, in the
record sections to a single point (Yilmaz, 1987) (Figure 3.23). Migration of the data will
also improve the vertical resolution of the reflection wavelet if done properly.

Figure 3.23. Migration. Migration moves the observed reflection point to its actual
subsurface location. (A) Migration of a dipping layer. (B) Migration of a single reflection
point at constant velocity
The two most common migration techniques used in the industry are Kirchhoff
migration and finite difference migration. An important concept must be introduced to
understand the methods behind these techniques. Reflectors in the subsurface can be
thought of as a superposition of points that act like Huygen’s secondary sources.
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Huygen’s secondary sources produce semicircles (wavefronts) in the space domain and
hyperbolae in the time domain when they encounter an incident wave (Yilmaz, 1987).
When a wave encounters a unified reflector composed of reflection points, the
hyperbolae generated from each point cancel out, resulting in a diffraction free record.
When there are breaks or discontinuities in the reflector a lone diffraction hyperbola
results at the discontinuity.
Kirchhoff migration sums the amplitudes along each diffraction hyperbola and
places the summation at the time corresponding to the apex of the hyperbola (Yilmaz,
1987). Kirchhoff migration was introduce by Schneider (1978) who modified an earlier
migration technique known as diffraction summation. Diffraction summation sums up
amplitudes along the hyperbolae and places the result of the summation at the time
corresponding to the apex of the hyperbola. This method fails to account for the
spreading factor, obliquity factor (angle-dependance of the amplitudes) and the phase
shift associated with Huygens secondary sources (Yilmaz, 1987).The diffraction
migration technique was modified to account for these factors and was renamed
Kirchhoff migration (Yilmaz, 1987). The modifications make Kirchhoff migration
consistent with the wave equation. It can also be described mathematically as an
integral solution to the wave equation (for more information see Schneider, 1978;
Berryhill, 1979; and Berkhout, 1980). Kirchhoff migration performs well with steeply
dipping structure but performs poorly in low signal-to-noise ratio records (Fisher, 2009).
Finite difference migration uses downward continuation to collapse hyperbolae
generated from Huygen secondary sources. Downward continuation collapses
hyperbolae by mathematically moving receivers below the surface at discrete steps, and
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it recalculates the hyperbola for each step (Yilmaz, 1987). At a certain step the
hyperbolae collapses to a single point. Finite difference algorithms are based on
numerical solutions to the one-way scalar wave equation. The numerical differential
solutions are used to downward continue the wave recorded at the surface (Yilmaz,
1987). The differential solutions are solved by finite difference methods (Han, 1998).
Clearbout and Doherty (1972) first used finite difference methods to develop a 15degree dip finite difference migration algorithm. This algorithm was effective for rock
layers dipping up to 35 degrees. Clearbout (1985) developed a 45-degree dip finite
difference algorithm to handle steeper dipping rock layers. This is the most common
algorithm used in the industry for exploration of geological areas with steep dipping rock
layers (Han,1998). As this method became popular, other dip algorithms (65, 80, 90)
were developed to handle very steeply dipping structures. A major downfall of finite
difference migration is the long computer run time required to migrate the stacked
record. Finite difference migration outperforms other method at low signal-to-noise ratio
stacked records which is a major advantage of this method (Fisher , 2009).
An important aspect of migration is the velocity field used to migrate the data.
Most migration techniques require accurate information about the velocity field (Dobrin
and Savit, 1988). Without accurate velocity data derived from the velocity functions, the
migration process is unreliable and will degrade the stacked record.
In Vista, migrations were performed using the KirMig and FDMig flow commands
(see Table 3.5 for parameters). An unmigrated stacked record is shown in Figure 3.24.
The results of the Kirchhoff migration using a 15-degree and a 30-degree dip angle are
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shown in Figures 3.25 and 3.26. Finite difference migration using a 15-degree dip and a
45-degree dip angle are shown in Figures 3.27 and 3.28.
Note the differences between the Kirchhoff sections (Figures 3.25 and 3.26) and
the unmigrated section (Figure 3.24). These differences between the Kirchhoff migration
sections and the unmigrated section include sharper wavelets, loss of the structure
between shot points 293 and 323, and an overly smoothed record. These effects did not
change when the dip of the Kirchhoff migration was changed keeping the other
parameters constant (Figures 3.25, 3.26 and Appendix 2). Also note the differences
between the wavelets of the different Kirchhoff migrated sections Figures 3.25 and 3.26.
The most noticeable difference is the sharper wavelets in the Kirchhoff 30-degree dip
section when compared to the wavelets in the 15-degree dip section. It should be noted
that the only parameter not based on line geometry or shot spacing in the Kirchhoff
migration command is the dip. In addition to the Kirchhoff migration, a finite difference
migration was performed on the same section for comparison. Notice that this section
(Figure 3.27) looks like the unmigrated section (Figure 3.24). There was a slight
improvement but no significant changes. Further experimentation with parameters
(changing the degree of dip) improved the geological structure but introduced noise in
the stacked section (Figure 3.28). Based on these results and the lack of structure or
dipping beds on the Hamilton County stacked section, an unmigrated stacked section
was interpreted for this thesis.
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Table 3.5: Migration parameters used in this thesis.
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Figure 3.24: Unmigrated stacked section obtained using the crooked-line binning method. The structure is located inside
the rectangle between shot points 293 and 323.
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Figure 3.25: Kirchhoff migration with a 15 degree dip. Notice that this section is smoother than the unmigrated section in
figure 3.24. Also note that the wavelets are broader than the wavelets in figure 3.26. The structure located inside the
black rectangles is reduced when compared to the unmigrated record in figure 3.24.
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Figure 3.26: Kirchhoff migrated stacked section with a 30 degree dip. This record is smoother than the unmigrated
record in figure 3.24. The structure located inside the black rectangle between shot points 293 and 343 is still reduced
when compared to figure 3.24.
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Figure 3.27: Finite difference migration of the stacked section in figure 3.24. The stack was migrated using a 15 degree
dip. The structure located inside the black rectangle between shot points 293 and 323 is present and this stacked
section looks like the section figure 3.24.
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Figure 3.28: Finite difference migration of the stacked record in figure 3.24. This stacked record was migrated with a 45
degree dip. This record is noisier than the record in figure 3.24 and looks completely different than the Kirchhoff
migrated records. The structure located inside the black rectangle between shot points 293 and 323 is more apparent
than the structure in figure 3.24, but this record is noisier. Also note the differences in the 15 degree dip record and the
45 degree dip records. The 45 degree dip record is noisier than the 15 degree dip record.

Geometry-related Noise Reduction Methods
In addition to the standard processing techniques applied to the seismic data,
several techniques were applied to reduce the noise related to the survey geometry on
the stacked records resulting from the use of the different binning geometries. The
geometry-related noise reduction techniques applied to each binning geometry were:
1.) Elimination of the high fold cmps using the kill function in Vista.
2.) Careful selection of the cmps for stacking velocity determinations by selecting
locations away from the 90-degree bends in the line geometry when possible.
3.) Variation of the number of velocity functions used in the stacking process by using
three, five, and nine velocity functions.
4.) Reduction the the number of channels from 60 channels on each side of the shot
down to 12 channels on each side of the shot. The channels were eliminated using the
kill function in vista. The stacked records created using this technique were created with
12, 24, and 48 channels on each side of the shot.
5.) Creation of stacked records with only one side of the split-spread survey. Eight trials
were done with the first four trials using 12, 24, 48, and 60 channels east of the shot.
The last four trials created stacked records with 12, 24, 48, and 60 channels west of the
shot.
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Figure 3.29: A 120 channel shot record from the Indian Creek Survey. The shot is
located in the middle with 60 channels on each side. The channel reduction trials
remove various channels to reduce the geometry-related noise in the stacked records.
This is done by removing channels on either side of the shot or removing various
numbers of channels on one side of the shot.
Interpretation/ Modeling Methods
Once data from the different binning methods were processed and the geometryrelated noise reduction methods were applied to the stacked records, the stacked
records were interpreted with the aid of a 1D synthetic seismogram generated using
GeoSyn software and the sonic log from the Stricklin Well located between shots 296
and 297.
Synthetic seismograms are generated by convolving a source wavelet with the
reflectivity of the layers determined from the sonic log (Keary et al., 2002). Ricker,
Ormsby, and Extracted wavelet types were used to generate synthetic seismograms for
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the Stricklin Well. For detailed description of the different source wavelets used in
modeling see Harold (1994).
In the absence of sonic logs, synthetic seismograms are calculated from psuedosonic logs. Psuedo-sonic logs are created from density logs using the Gardner
equation:
𝜌 = 0.23𝑉𝐺.25
(Gardner et al., 1974)
Where velocity (VG) is given in ft/s and the density (ρ) is in gm/cm3. The inverse of
Gardner’s equation is used to generate the psuedo-sonic log when a density log is
available.

𝑉𝐺 = (

𝜌 1
).25
0.23

Psuedo-sonic logs calculated by using resistivity well logs are created using the Faust
equation:
1

1

1948(𝑍)6 (𝑅)6
𝑉𝐹 =
106
(Faust, 1953)
Where velocity (VF) is in ft/µs, depth (Z) is in ft and resistivity (R) is in Ohm-ft. Psuedosonic logs were not used for the interpretation of stacked section due to the availability
of a sonic log from the Stricklin Well, however, psuedo-sonic logs are often used in the
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Illinois basin because older wells have electric logs and very few have sonic logs.
Synthetic seismograms are used extensively in the oil industry to provide
information about the subsurface and to identify the prominent reflections in the seismic
data. Identification of the associated reflectors involves comparing the synthetic
seismogram to the real data using the Geosyn modeling software (Figure 3.30). This
process involves shifting the synthetic seismogram (generated from a sonic log) to
different trace locations on the record seismic data until a sastifactory match between
the synthetic and the recorded date. To improve the probabilty of an acceptible match
the processor often uses different source wavelets such as Ricker, Ormsby, Klauder
and an extracted wavelet. The wavelet parameteres such as length, dominant
frequency and frequency spectrum are also varied.
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Figure 3.30: Example of correlation between synthetic and seismic data. (Right) Sonic
log from the Stricklin Well. (Middle) Synthetic seismogram generated from the sonic log
using an Ormsby wavelet. (Left) Seismic data from the Indian Creek Survey.
An important aspect of correlating synthetic seismograms to real data is log
calibration using check shot surveys or vertical seismic profiles (VSP). Check shots
confirm the travel times of the reflections in the synthetic seismogram. Check shots and
vertical seismic profiles increase the accuracy of the synthetic seismogram and the
possiblity of a good match to the seismic data; however, without a calibrated sonic log
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the time difference between the synthetic and the real data could be substantial (White
and Simm, 2003). The data can still be interpreted cautiously and with the
understanding that the intrepretation could have some inaccuracies especially in
reflection times between the synthetic seismogram and the seismic data (White and
Simm, 2003).
When comparing synthetic seismograms to seismic data it is important to realize
that the synthetic seismogram may not match the data perfectly because a synthetic
seismogram is an idealized model. Reasons for a synthetic seismogram not being a
perfect match to a seismic dataset include: borehole washout (which prevents the sonic
log from determining accurate formation velocities of the subsurface), incorrect source
wavelets, rock formations that are anisotropic, and seismic wave dispersion effects
(White and Simm, 2003). The best remedy for dispersion and the other reasons for a
poor match between the synthetic and real data mentioned is to calibrate the sonic log
and the synthetic seismogram with a check shot survey or a VSP survey (White and
Simm, 2003). Neither a check shot survey nor a vsp survey was preformed in the
Stricklin, preventing the calibration of the sonic log.
Synthetic seismograms were generated using the Geosyn one dimensional
seismic modeling software and the sonic log from the Stricklin Well (located between
shotpoints 296 and 297). The synthetic seismograms were used to correlate the
recorded reflections seen in the stacked records with the rock layers of the Stricklin
Well. Check shot data were unavailable for the Stricklin Well and the synthetic had to be
shifted 50 ms down because the sonic log did not start at the kelly bushing on the rig
floor but rather at 542ft below it. The total depth of the sonic log was 4300 ft which
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corresponds to a two way time of 500 ms; therefore, the deeper reflections on the
recorded seismic profile were identified using the Hamilton County profile of Sexton et
al. (1986) (Figure 2.5).
In addition to the interpretation of the stacked record the velocity functions from
the straight slalom-line binning method were compared to the professionally processed
stacked record and velocity functions of the Indian Creek Line. The purpose of this
comparision is to check the acceptability of the processing of the survey in this thesis.
This line was processed by a seismic data processing company that processed the
Indian Creek Line using straight-line binning. Therefore the work included in this thesis
includes straight slalom-line, crooked-line and curved slalom-line proccessing to
examine the differences in the results.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Binning Geometry
The following section demonstrates the effects of binning geometry on the noise
associated with the 90-degree bends in the Indian Creek Seismic Reflection Survey.
Using thirteen velocity functions, three stacked records of different binning geometries
were compared to each other (see Methods for more detail).
The stacked record in Figure 4.1 was created using crooked-line binning
geometry. There are four highly visible reflections located at 540, 800, 1000 and 1600
ms on the seismic reflection record. The identification of these reflections is discussed
later in the chapter. The reflections inside the black rectangles shown on the seismic
reflection record are interrupted by a wide swath of noise that coincides with the 90degree bends.
The reflections (Figures 4.2 and 4.3) are the same reflections seen in Figure 4.1.
The stacked record in Figure 4.2 was created using curved slalom-line binning
geometry, while Figure 4.3 is the result of the straight slalom-line binning geometry. The
reflections inside the black rectangles in Figure 4.2 are interrupted by noise that
coincides with the 90-degree bends. The area disrupted by the noise is significantly less
than the area disrupted by the noise (Figure 4.1) on the seismic record obtained using
crooked line binning. The reflections inside the black rectangles in Figure 4.3 have
significantly less noise interfering with the reflections.
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Figure 4.1: (Top) Stacked section from the crooked-line binning geometry. (Bottom) Line geometry and crooked-line
bins. Black arrows at top show the location of the 90-degree bends. Black rectangles denote areas of noise.
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Figure 4.2: (Top) Stacked record of the curved slalom-line binning geometry. (Bottom) Line geometry of the curved
slalom-line binning geometry. Arrows at the top of the record show the locations of the 90-degree bends. Noise is
marked by the black rectangles.
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Figure 4.3: (Top) Stacked record (Bottom) Line geometry. The black arrows at the top of the record indicate the location
of the 90-degree bends. There are only two arrows because one bin covers two 90-degree bends at each north-south
segment (see Figure 3.2C and 3.3). The black rectangles show the location of the noise.

The noise seen in the stacked records of the crooked-line and curved slalom-line
binning geometry (Figures 4.1 and 4.2) correlates closely with 90-degree bends in the
acquisition line. This correlation is expected considering that the bends alter the arrival
times of the reflections from what they would be if the line were straight. This results in a
misalignment of the reflections during stacking which cannot be corrected by application
of residual statics or nmo. Consequently, the reflections will not be in phase when
stacked, which significantly reduces the amplitude of the reflections and introduces
noise into the record especially at the 90-degree bends.
Notice that the noise was reduced in the curved slalom-line binning geometry
stacked record (Figure 4.2) and was almost removed in the straight slalom-line binning
geometry stacked record (Figure 4.3) when compared to the crooked-line binning
method. This reduction of the noise demonstrates that the noise associated with the 90degree bends is effectively reduced by changing the binning geometry. This conclusion
is further supported by the fold plots of the different binning methods.
Three different fold plots associated with the three binning methods are displayed
in Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. The first plot (Figure 4.4) is that of the crooked-line binning
geometry. This plot is characterized by an irregular fold between cmps 50-250. At cmps
110 and 230 the highest fold for each cmp is 900. These areas of extremely high fold
correlate closely with the bends in the seismic line. In between the bends and the high
folds, at cmp 170 the fold is 200. After cmp 300 the fold becomes 60, which is the
nominal fold for the survey, until cmp 460 where it gradually decreases due to the
approach to the west end of the line and the expected resultant loss in the fold.
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Figure 4.4: Fold plot of the crooked-line binning geometry. (Top) Fold plot, (Middle) Line
geometry with bins and fold denoted by colors and (Bottom) Portion of the fold plot in
the top scaled correctly with the geometry.
The fold plot of the curved slalom-line binning geometry (Figure 4.5) is
characterized by high fold (80) between cmps 50 to 250. The highest fold (215) is
located at cmp 148 in the center of the curved portion of the slalom-line. After cmp 250
the fold becomes regular (60) until cmp 430 where it gradually decreases due to the
approach to the west end of the line and the expected resultant loss in fold. The areas
of high fold between cmps 50 and 250 correspond to the slalom-line curvature in the 90degree bend area.

Figurer 4.5: Curved slalom-line binning geometry and fold plot.
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The fold plot of the straight slalom-line binning geometry (Figure 4.6) looks
similar to the fold plot of the curved slalom-line binning geometry (Figure 4.5). This plot
has three points of high fold (200) located at cmps 100, 148 and 190. Between cmps 50
to 250 the fold is 80. After cmp 250, the fold is the expected nominal 60 fold for the
survey and the plot resembles the ideal plot of the survey if it were a straight line. The
fold tapers off after cmp 430 due to the approach of the west end of the survey and the
expected resultant loss in fold.

Figure 4.6: Straight slalom-line binning geometry and fold plot..
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Figure 4.7: Fold plots of the different binning geometries. (A) The crooked-line binning
geometry. (B) The curved slalom-line binning geometry. (C) The straight slalom-line
binning geometry.
The results of the fold plot comparison show that there is a relationship between
the high fold, the bends in the line, and the binning geometry. The high fold seen in
Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 is located at and between the bends. This correlation is not
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surprising. In crooked-line surveys the bends cause scatter in the cmps around the
corners which result in a larger than the expected nominal fold. In straight-line surveys
one cmp bin contains one cmp; however, in crooked-line surveys one bin could contain
multiple cmps due to the scattering of the cmps at the bends. Multiple cmps increase
the fold especially at the bends. The results also show that binning geometry can
reduce the high fold by preventing bin overlap. Bin overlap increases the fold because
the same cmp traces maybe gathered into more than one bin. Since bin overlap occurs
when binning geometry follows a crooked-line survey, it is common to process it with
straight-line binning geometry or slalom-line binning geometry.
Comparison of the fold plots with appropriate stacked records reveal an
interesting relationship (Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3). The high fold correlates closely with
the noise marked by the rectangles on the stacked records (Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3).
The correlation between the high fold and the noise is expected. The high fold is caused
by the large number of traces being gathered into the cmp bin. The reflections on these
traces in the cmp gather are not in phase, which creates the noise seen on the stacked
records (Figure 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3).
Based on the stacked records and the fold plots, the bends in the line create
noise (geometry-related) on the stacked record. The results also show that noise
associated with the 90-degree bends can be reduced by selecting an appropriate
binning geometry for the survey. This is further supported by the comparison of the fold
plots. In the Indian Creek Survey the straight slalom-line binning method is favored
because of the improvement to the stacked record (the reduction of the noise) and the
fold plot resembles the expected nominal fold for this survey if it were a straight line.
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Note that the curved slalom-line fold plot is similar to the fold plot of the straight slalomline; however, this method was not favored because the record showed more noise than
the straight slalom-line stacked record.
High fold CMP Elimination
Figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 show the stacked records from the three different
binning geometries with the high fold cmps removed. Notice that the stacked records
look like the stacked records in Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 except for the missing cmps.
This result is not surprising. On a stacked record, one trace correlates to one cmp bin,
which means that elimination of a cmp bin with high fold would remove only a single
trace from the stacked section. Removing one trace from a stacked record could affect
the interpretation of the stacked record depending on the number of cmps. Removing
the high fold cmps did not improve the stacked records.
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Figure 4.8: Crooked-line binning geometry stacked record (Figure 4.1) with high fold trace removed. The fold plot shows
the location of the high fold.
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Figure 4.9: Curved slalom-line binning geometry stacked record (Figure 4.2) with a single high fold stacked cmp trace
removed. The fold plot shows the location of the high fold.
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Figure 4.10: Straight slalom-line binning geometry stacked record (Figure 4.3) with high fold removed. The fold plot
shows the location of the high fold.

Velocity Models
The following section contains velocity models and their corresponding stacked
records. This section will demonstrate and discuss the effects of velocity function
location and velocity function selection on the noise related to the geometry found in the
stacked records. The velocity models and their corresponding stacked records are
compared to other velocity models and records of the same binning geometry but
different velocity models. The velocity models and stacked records in this section were
created using thirteen velocity functions. The black rectangles located on the stacked
records and velocity models cover the same geographical area. These rectangles point
out areas of interest to the discussion.
Crooked-line Binning Geometry
Velocity models, obtained using the crooked-line binning geometry, are displayed
in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. The velocity model in Figure 4.11 lacks continuous velocity
layers from east to west due to abnormally high and low velocity zones between bends
one and two. A large low velocity trough is located between cmps 250 and 300.
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Figure 4.11: Velocity model of the crooked-line binning method. The black lines show
the location of the thirteen velocity functions. Below the velocity model is the line
geometry of the Indian Creek Survey. The black triangles show the location of the
velocity functions relative to line geometry. The black numbers are shot point locations.
The bends are marked by the black arrows. The black rectangles are in the same
location as the black rectangles in the stacked records.
A revised version of the original model (Figure 4.11) is displayed in Figure 4.12.
This model was revised by reselecting velocity function locations to remove the artificial
high and low velocity zones. The locations were chosen to avoid the bends because at
the bends the semblance peaks are too spread out to get an accurate velocity pick. This
model has continuous layers from east to west. The zones of abnormally high and low
velocity are absent in this model because the velocity functions that created these
zones were removed.
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Figure 4.12: A revised velocity model of the crooked-line binning geometry. The black
lines indicated the location of the thirteen velocity functions. Below the model is the line
geometry for the Indian Creek Survey. The black triangles show the location of the
velocity functions relative to line geometry. The black numbers along the line geometry
are shot points. The bends are marked by the black arrows at the top of the record. The
black rectangles are in the same location as the black rectangles in the stacked records.
The stacked record related to the original model (Figure 4.11) is displayed in
figure 4.13. The reflections inside the black rectangle at bends one and two are
interrupted by a combination of the line geometry noise and noise caused by the
abnormal zones of velocity that depend on the location of the velocity functions used to
stack the record. Some of the reflections at the point of the interruption (cmp 100) are
pulled towards the top of the record. These areas correspond to the abnormally high
and low velocity zones in the velocity model in Figure 4.11. The reflections inside the
black rectangle at bends three and four are interrupted by widespread noise.
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Figure 4.14 displays the stacked record related to the revised velocity model
(Figure 4.12). Compared to Figure 4.13 the noise caused by the combining of the line
geometry with the velocity functions at the bends is reduced and the reflections are
more continuous. The reflections inside the black rectangles at cmp 100 are not pulled
up towards the top or pulled down to the bottom as in Figure 4.13 because the
abnormal velocity zones were removed.
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Figure 4.13: Crooked-line binning method stacked record. This record was created using the velocity functions from the
velocity model in figure 4.11. The locations of the velocity functions are marked by the red arrows. The black arrows
mark the location of the 90-degree bends. Three black arrows are visible because a velocity function (marked by a red
arrow) is located at the first 90-degree bend (bend 1). The black rectangles mark the areas of widespread noise seen at
the 90-degree bends. Note the lack of continuity in the reflections across the 90-degree bends. The zones of disrupted
reflections correspond with the zone of cmps near the 90-degree bends.
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Figure 4.14: Crooked-line binning stacked record. This record was created using the velocity functions from the velocity
model in Figure 4.12. The red arrows mark the locations of the velocity functions. The black arrows mark the 90-degree
bends in the line geometry. The black rectangles cover the same cmp traces as the black rectangles in Figure 4.13. The
geometry-related-noise is reduced when compared to Figure 4.13.

The bends in the line geometry clearly influences the velocity functions as is
seen in the comparison of the velocity models in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. Bends created
unrealistic high and low velocity zones and a low velocity trough. These velocity
anomalies increase the noise related to the geometry in the stacked record used in the
stacking process (Figure 4.13). Removing these anomalous velocities reduced the
noise present in the stacked record (Figure 4.14).
Curved Slalom-line Binning Geometry
The velocity models displayed in Figures 4.15 and 4.16 also consist of thirteen
velocity functions were obtained by the curved slalom-line binning geometry. The
velocity model in Figure 4.15 has continuous velocity layers from east to west that are
interrupted by a large low velocity trough at cmp 100.
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Figure 4.15: Curved slalom-line binning velocity model. The black lines indicate the
locations of the thirteen velocity functions. The 90-degree bends are marked by the
black arrows. Below the velocity model is the line geometry for the Indian Creek Survey.
The black triangles show the locations of the velocity functions. The black triangles are
centered on the binning geometry and not the line geometry. The black numbers along
the line geometry are shot points. The black rectangles highlight areas of interest to the
discussion and cover the same geographic area as the black rectangles in the stacked
records.
A revised version of the velocity model in Figure 4.15 is displayed in Figure 4.16.
This model was revised by selecting locations for velocity functions away from the
bends because the semblance peaks were too spread out to get accurate velocity picks
for these locations. Some of these picks were revised to create a smoother model.
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Figure 4.16: A revised velocity model of the curved slalom-line binning geometry. The
locations of the velocity functions are indicated by the black lines. The 90-degree bends
are marked by the black arrows. Below the velocity model is the line geometry for the
Indian Creek Survey. The black triangles show the location of the velocity functions. The
black triangles are centered on the binning geometry and not the line geometry. The
black numbers along the line geometry are shot points. The black rectangles highlight
areas of interest to the discussion and cover the same geographic area as the black
rectangles in the stacked records.
The stacked records created from the velocity models shown in Figures 4.15 and
4.16 are displayed in Figures 4.17 and 4.18. Figure 4.17 displays the stacked record
related to the velocity model in Figure 4.15. Note the poor continuity of the reflections
inside the black rectangles at the bends. The stacked record in Figure 4.18 shows a
slight improvement in the reflections when compared to the stacked record (Figure 4.17)
from the original velocity model. They are stronger and more continuous than the
reflections in Figure 4.17.
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The 90-degree bends created low velocity troughs in the velocity model in Figure
4.15. These troughs weaken the reflections near the bends and increase the noise
related to survey geometry when the velocity functions were used for stacking (Figure
4.17). Notice that the second trough near bends three and four is not as severe as the
trough at bends one and two. The troughs were removed by selecting locations for
velocity functions away from the bends (Figure 4.18).
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Figure 4.17: Curved slalom-line stacked record. This record was created using the velocity functions from the velocity
model in Figure 4.15. The locations of the velocity functions are marked by the red arrows. The black arrows mark the
90-degree bends. Note the poor continuity of the reflections inside the black rectangles.
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Figure 4.18: Curved slalom-line stacked record. This record was created using the velocity functions from the velocity
model in Figure 4.16. The locations of the velocity functions are marked by the red arrows. The 90-degree bends are
marked by the black arrows. The reflections inside the black rectangles are more continuous than the reflection inside
the black rectangles in Figure 4.17.

Straight Slalom-line Binning Geometry
Velocity models, obtained using the straight slalom-line binning geometry, are
displayed in Figures 4.19 and 4.20. Figure 4.19 has continuous layers that are
interrupted by a large low velocity trough at cmp 100 at bends one and two in the
seismic line.

Figure 4.19: Straight slalom-line binning geometry velocity model. The black lines
indicated the locations of the velocity functions. The black arrows at the top of the figure
mark the locations of the 90-degree bends. There are only two arrows because one bin
covers two bends at each north-south segment. Below the model is the line geometry
for the Indian Creek Survey. The black triangles mark the location of the velocity
functions. The black rectangles highlight areas of interest to the discussion and cover
the same geographic area as the black rectangles in the stacked records.
The velocity model in Figure 4.20 is a revision of the model shown in Figure 4.19.
It was revised by selecting locations for velocity functions away from the bends because
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they spread out the semblance peak making accurate selection impossible. Some of the
velocity picks in individual functions were revised to create a smoother velocity profile.
The large low velocity trough seen at cmp 100 in Figure 4.19 is absent in the velocity
model in Figure 4.20 because the velocity function at cmp 100 in Figure 4.19 is not used
in Figure 4.20.

Figure 4.20: A revised version of the straight slalom-line velocity model shown in Figure
4.19. The black lines indicate the locations of the thirteen velocity functions. The black
arrows at the top of the figure mark the location of the bends. There are only two arrows
because one bin covers two bends at each north-south segment. Below the model is
the line geometry for the Indian Creek Survey. The black triangles mark the locations of
the velocity functions. The velocity function at cmp 100 in Figure 4.19 was not used for
this velocity model.
The stacked records created from using the velocity functions from Figures 4.19
and 4.20 are displayed in Figures 4.21 and 4.22, respectively. Both records have good
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continuity of the reflections from east to west. The reflections in Figure 4.22 are more
apparent than the reflections in Figure 4.21 inside the bends. Outside the bends there is
a slight improvement in the reflections in Figure 4.22 when compared to Figure 4.21.
The results show that changing the locations of the velocity functions used in the
stacking process can improve the quality and the clarity of the reflections. Line
geometry can influence velocity models and velocities as seen in Figures 4.11, 4.15,
and 4.19. The velocity functions may, if not located properly, introduce noise into the
stacked records and reduce the continuity of the reflections (Figures 4.13, 4.17 and
4.21). The effects from line geometry can be reduced by careful selection of the velocity
function locations and velocity picks (Figures 4.12, 4.16, and 4.20). This is evident in the
stacked records in Figure 4.14, 4.18, and 4.22.
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Figure 4.21: Straight slalom-line stacked record. This record was created using the velocity functions from the velocity
model in Figure 4.19. The locations of the velocity functions are marked by the red arrows. The back arrows mark the
locations of the 90-degree bends. The black rectangles mark areas of interest for the discussion of the effects of velocity
functions.
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Figure 4.22: Straight slalom-line stacked record. This record was created using the velocity functions from the velocity
model in Figure 4.20. The locations of the velocity functions are marked by the red arrows. The black arrows mark the
locations of the 90-degree bends. The black rectangles denote areas of interest for the discussion.

Velocity Variations
In this section, the number of velocity functions used for the stacking process
was varied from three to nine velocity functions. The black rectangles on the seismic
record provide a focus for the discussion in this section. The stack records displayed in
Figures 4.23, 4.24, and 4.25 are from the crooked-line binning geometry. The stacked
record in Figure 4.23 was created using the three velocity functions. The stacked record
in Figure 4.24 was created using five velocity functions. The stacked record in Figure
4.25 was created using nine velocity functions. The velocity models of the velocity
functions used for the stacked records in the figures as well as the stacked records from
the other binning methods and their corresponding velocity models are displayed in
Appendix 4.
The stacked records in Figures 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25 have reflections at the same
travel time as the previous records in this thesis. The reflections inside the black
rectangles in Figure 4.23 are weaker and less continuous than the reflections inside the
black rectangles of Figures 4.24 and 4.25. The reflections in Figure 4.25 are stronger
inside and outside the black rectangles than the reflections in figures 4.23 and 4.24. The
geometry-related noise inside the black rectangles at the first two bends was slightly
reduced as the number of velocity functions increased. The noise not related to
geometry was reduced as the number of velocity functions increased.
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Figure 4.23: Crooked-line binning method three velocity function stacked record. This stacked record was stacked using
three velocity functions. The black rectangles highlight areas of interest in the discussion. The location of the velocity
functions are marked by the red arrows. The black arrows denote the location of the 90-degree bends.
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Figure 4.24: Crooked-line binning method five velocity function stacked record. This record was stacked using five
velocity functions. The location of the velocities functions are marked by the red arrows (for a list of all the velocity
functions see Appendix 4). The black rectangles cover the same traces as the black rectangles in Figure 4.23. The 90-degree bends are marked by black arrows.
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Figure 4.25: Crooked-line binning method nine velocity function stacked record. The record was stacked using nine
velocity functions. The locations of the velocity functions are marked by the red arrows (for a list of the velocity functions
see Appendix 4). The black rectangles cover the same number of traces as the black rectangles in Figures 4.23 and
4.24. The 90-degree bends are marked by the black arrows.

The comparison of the stacked records in Figures 4.23, 4.24, and 4.25 reveal
and interesting relationship between reflection strength and noise reduction as the
number of velocity function increased. The strength of the reflections increased as the
number of velocity functions increased. The reflections in Figure 4.23 were weaker than
the reflections in Figure 4.25. The overall noise was reduced as the number of velocity
functions increased; however, the reduction of the geometry-related noise was not as
significant as the reduction achieved in the other methods.
Channel Reduction
In this section, the number of channels used in the stacking process was
reduced. This reduction was done by removing channels on each side of the shot or
using only one side of the split-spread survey. The records in this section are from the
crooked-line binning geometry. The records for the other binning geometries are located
in Appendix 5.
Figures 4.26 and 4.27 show the stacked records obtained using the crooked-line
binning geometry, stacked with 12 channels on each side of the shot (Figure 4.26) and
48 channels on each side of the shot (Figure 4.27). The reflections seen in figure 4.1
are present in both stacks; however, the reflections are weaker in the stacked record
using 12 channels on each side of the shot record (Figure 4.26). Also note that the
highest fold in Figure 4.26 is 18 while the highest fold in Figure 4.27 is over 500, and the
nominal folds are 12 and 48, respectively. The extremely high fold in both stacked
records corresponds to the 90-degree bends in the Indian Creek Survey (Figures 4.26
and 4.27). Some difference between the nominal folds is expected because the fold of a
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survey depends on the number of channels (see Introduction for fold calculation
formula); therefore, a survey with only 12 channels has lower nominal fold than a survey
with 48 channels. However, the large difference in observed fold at the bends (18
verses 500) is extreme and is due to the large amount of scattering of the cmps at the
bends in the line.
The geometry-related noise was enhanced in both records when compared to a
full 120 channel record (Figure 4.1). The geometry-related noise was more prevalent in
Figure 4.26 than in Figure 4.27. This is the result of more channels used (figure 4.27) to
create the stacked record.
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Figure 4.26: 12 channels on each side of the shot stacked record. The record was obtained using the crooked-line
binning method. This record has the same reflections as the other stacked records. Notice that the reflections in this
record are weaker than the reflections in figure 4.27.
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Figure 4.27: 48 channels on each side of the shot stacked record. This record was obtained using the crooked-line
binning geometry. The reflections are stronger than the reflections in figure 4.26. The fold plots are located at the top of
the record.

The stacked record obtained from the crooked-line binning geometry and created
using 60 channels on the east side of the shot is displayed in Figure 4.28. This record
has the same reflections as the other records. The highest fold for this stacked record is
400, which is half the highest fold of the stacked record with 60 channels on each side
of the shot (Figures 4.1 and 4.29). The nominal fold (Figure 4.28) is 30 which is half the
nominal fold (60) recorded in Figure 4.29. The reflections shown in Figure 4.28 are not
as continuous at the 90-degree bend when compared to Figure 4.29 which is based on
120 channels.
The stacked record from the crooked-line binning geometry with 60 channels on
the west side of the shot displayed in Figure 4.30 has the same reflections at the same
travel time as the other records (Figures 4.1 and 4.29). The highest fold and nominal
fold were the same as those in Figure 4.28. The reflections at the 90-degree bends are
not as continuous as the reflections in Figure 4.29 at the bends.
The noise related to the survey geometry is present in the stacked records of
Figures 4.28, 4.29, and 4.30. The noise covers a slightly wider area on the stacked
records with sixty channels east and west of the shot (Figures 4.28 and 4.30) than the
full 120 channel record (Figure 4.29). The area affected by the noise is reduced with the
full channel stacked record (Figure 4.29).
The results of the channel reduction showing that reducing the number of
channels by removing channels on each side of the shot or using only one side of the
split-spread survey, is not the best method to reduce the noise related to the geometry.
The noise was enhanced when channels were removed from the full record. The noise
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was reduced when comparing Figures 4.26 and 4.27 but not to the extent seen in the
full 120 channel record Figure 4.29. This reduction in the geometry-related noise was
achieved by adding channels to the 12 channels on each side of the shot stack record.
This further supports the conclusion that reducing the number of channels is not
effective at removing geometry-related noise.
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Figure 4.28: Stacked record obtained from using crooked-line binning geometry. The record was stacked using 60
channels on the east side of the shot using end on geometry. The black arrows mark the location of the 90-degree
bends in the line. The fold plot is located above the stacked record.
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Figure 4.29: Stacked record obtained from using the crooked-line binning geometry. This record was stacked using all
120 channels. This stacked record is the same stacked record as Figure 4.1. The black arrows show the location of the
90-degree bends in the line. The fold plot is located above the stacked record.
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Figure 4.30: Stacked record obtained from using the crooked-line binning geometry. This record was stacked using 60
channels on the west side of the shot using end on geometry. The black arrows show the location of the 90-degree
bends in the line. The fold plot is located above the stacked records.

Interpretation
Figure 4.31 shows the unmigrated interpreted section of the Indian Creek Survey
using the stacked record obtained from using the straight slalom-line binning geometry.
This record provided the most continuous reflections across the section. The locations
of the reflections did not change between the different binning methods. The major
reflectors are the Golconda (shale), Barlow (limestone), New Albany (shale), the Knox
(dolomite) (referred to as the Knox Supergroup) and the Eau Claire (dolomitesandstone). The Golconda reflection is at 520 ms and the Barlow reflection is at 540 ms
on the seismic record (Figure 4.31). The Golconda and the Barlow reflections were
picked by correlating the synthetic seismogram generated from the sonic log of the
Stricklin Well with the Indian Creek Seismic Line (Figure 4.32). The New Albany, Knox
Super Group and Eau Claire reflections were correlated with the Hamilton County Line
of Sexton et al. (1986) (Figure 4.33). The New Albany reflection is at 800 ms and the
top of the Knox Supergroup reflection starts at 960 ms. The Eau Claire reflection is at
1570 ms. The feature located between shot points 324 to 272 and travel times 500 ms
and 1000 ms could be a small offset fault (Figure 4.31). A small noise train and offset
are observed at the points mention inside the black rectangle (Figure 4.31). This fault is
likely geological and not a product of poor processing because this fault is present in all
the stacked records and it location does not change within the different binning
geometry stacked records. More information about the local geology is needed to prove
or disprove this fault theory.
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Figure 4.31: Interpreted stacked record of the Indian Creek Survey. This unmigrated record is from the straight slalomline binning geometry and was created with thirteen velocity functions. The reflections are marked by the colored arrows.
The structure discussed in the text is located inside the black rectangle. The black arrow marks the location of the
potential fault.

Figure 4.32: Synthetic seismogram from the Stricklin Well. (Left) The sonic log of the
Stricklin Well (Middle) Synthetic seismogram generated from the sonic log using an
extracted wavelet from the stacked record of the crooked-line binning method. (Right)
Seismic data from the crooked-line binning method. The reflection times do not change
between the stacked records of the different binning methods, especially at the location
of the Stricklin Well which means that any of the binning geometry stacked records
could be used for correlation. Other wavelets and their synthetics can be found in
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Appendix 5.

Figure 4.33: Correlation of the Indian Creek seismic survey to the Hamilton County Line
of Sexton et al., (1986).
In Figure 4.32 the Barlow on the synthetic seismogram is at 440 ms while the
Barlow on the stacked record (Figure 4.31) is at 520 ms. The difference between the
times is 80 ms which equivicates to a depth difference of 1600 ft using an average
velocity of 20000 f/s; 50 ms of that time difference (1000 ft) can be attributed to the
difference in elevation between the seismic datum of the Indian Creek Survey and the
start of the sonic log. The synthetic seismogram had to be shifted 50 ms to match the
elevation of the seismic data. The synthetic seismogram of the Stricklin Well is
uncalibrated which means the reflection travel times are not verified by check shot
data.This could result in a 30 ms time difference (600 ft) between the synthetic and the
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stacked data. This assumption was base on a comparision between a calibrated and
uncalibrated synthetic seismogram of the Cuppy Well (Figures 4.34 and 4.35). A
synthetic seismogram is calibrated when the sonic log used to create the synthetic
seismogram has had check shots applied to it. Check shots verify the two way travel
time of the reflections. In the Cuppy Well the difference between the arrival times of the
Salem reflection in the calibrated (485) and uncalibrated (540) synthetic seismogram is
55 ms, but that time varies depending on the reflection (Figures 4.34 and 4.35). This
means that the 30 ms difference in the Stricklin Well could be the result of the
uncalibrated sonic log. Other factors that could influence the time difference include the
type of the source wavelet (Ormsby, Ricker, Klauder) or washout (when the borehole of
the well is washed out by drilling fluid).

Figure 4.34: Cuppy Well with no check shot. Notice that the Salem (marked by the
arrow) is at 540 ms.
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Figure 4.35: Cuppy Well synthetic seismogram with check shot. Notice that the Salem
(marked by black arrow) is at 485 ms, which is 55 ms less than the Salem in the figure
4.34
In Figure 4.33 notice that the Indian Creek record does not look exactly like the
Hamilton County record; the Knox and Eau Claire reflections are not as clear on the
Indian Creek record as the Hamilton County record. These differences in appearance
can be attributed to the different sources and recievers and different acquisition
parameters use to collect each dataset and the processing steps used for each profile.
The Indian Creek profile used a vibroseis source with a sweep frequency of 18 to 180
hertz. The Hamilton County suvery used a large vibroseis source with a sweep
frequency of 15 to 85 hertz (Sexton et al., 1986). The Indian Creek Survey was
designed to look at shallow reflections while the Hamilton County Line was designed to
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look at deeper reflections. This means that the deeper reflections will be stronger in the
Hamilton County Line than in the Indian Creek Line.
The comparision of the Indian Creek stacked record with the Hamilton County
Line reveals that there is an 80 ms time difference between the reflection times of the
New Albany and a 70 ms time difference between the Eau Clair. The reflection time of
the Eau Claire in the Indian Creek Survey is 1570 ms and in the Hamilton County the
reflection time is 1500 ms. The 70 ms difference between the Eau Claire reflection could
be caused by difference in seismic datums and the processing steps used to process
the Hamilton County Line. The Hamilton County Line and the Indian Creek Line were
processed using different datums and different weathering layer velocities. The
difference in the seismic datums resulted in a 62 ms time shift. This accounts for most
of the difference between the reflection times of the Eau Claire. The processing steps
used to process the Hamilton County Line (Sexton et al., 1986) are similar to processing
steps used to process the Indian Creek Survey; however, the parameters are different
because of the frequency content of the source wavelet in the Hamilton County Line.
These different parameters could cause small time shifts in the reflections or highlight
the weaker reflections which results in slightly different picks for the New Albany
reflection.The 80 ms difference between the different New Albany reflections is most
likely a combination of time shift from the different seismic datums, the frequency
content of the reflections, and the different processing parameters.
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Comparison
A migrated stacked record from this thesis (Figure 4.36) was compared to a
migrated record of the Indian Creek Survey (Figure 4.37) done by a professional
processing company. The stacked record in Figure 4.36 was created using the velocity
model from Figure 4.20. Both records were created using straight slalom-line binning
geometry. The records have the same reflections at the same travel time and the
structure (fault) located at the west end of the line is present in both records. The
similarities between the records in Figures 4.36 and 4.37 demonstrate that the stacked
records in this thesis were processed consistently with the professionally process
stacked records.
The reflections in Figure 4.37 are smoother than the reflections in Figure 4.36.
The structure located at the west end of the line is more apparent in Figure 4.36 than in
Figure 4.37. The differences between the stacked records in Figures 4.36 and 4.37 can
be attributed to the different process steps, parameters, and velocity function locations
used by the processing company. The additional processing steps used by the
company which are not available in Vista smoothed out the amplitudes of the reflection
wavelets and smoothed the records. The parameters for the processing steps were not
made available which prevented complete duplication of the company’s record. The
company used six velocity functions spaced every 50 cmp starting at the east end of the
line and stopped before the structure (Figure 4.38). This resulted in a lack of definition
along the geological structure (fault) in Figure 4.37. The structure is more defined in
Figure 4.36 because some of the velocity functions used to create Figure 4.36 were
located along the structure (Figure 4.20).
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Figure 4.36: A migrated stacked record obtained using the straight slalom-line binning method. This record was migrated
using a 30-degree dip Kirchhoff migration. The arrows denote the location of the 90-degree bends in the line. The
geological structure marked by the black rectangle and the black arrow. The black arrow marks the location of the
potential fault.
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Figure 4.37: Professionally processed stacked record of the Indian Creek Survey. Notice that the reflections identified in
Figure 4.36 are present in this stacked section. The geological feature (fault) is marked by the black rectangles. The
black arrow inside the rectangle marks the location of the potential fault. Note the difference in the appearance of the
record compared to the straight slalom-line stacked record (Figure 4.36). The cause of the difference is the processing
steps used by the company. The parameters for the processing steps and the parameters used by the company were
not available, which prevented complete duplication of the stacked record.

Figure 4.38: Velocity model of the processing company’s velocity functions. Note that
the velocity functions stop at cmp 300 and the geological structure starts at 300 and
continues to 350. The black arrows mark the location of the 90-degree bends in the line
and the red arrow indicates the location of the geological structure.
The comparison between the straight slalom-line binning geometry stacked
record (Figure 4.36) and the professionally processed stacked record (Figure 4.37)
show that the records in this thesis were processed consistently with the professionally
processed record. Based on the comparison, the company should have expanded the
location of their velocity functions across the line instead of focusing on the east end of
the line. This critique is strengthened by re-examining the structure in Figures 4.23,
4.24, and 4.25. The structure (fault) in Figure 4.23 (three velocity function stacked
record) is less defined than the structure (fault) in Figure 4.25 (nine velocity function
stacked record). Figure 4.25 has more velocity functions located along the structure
(fault) than Figure 4.23. The velocity functions located at the structure increase the
definition of the structure.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
The Indian Creek seismic reflection profile, a crooked-line, was processed using
three different binning geometries and five different acquisition-geometry-related noise
reduction methods in efforts to reduce the line geometry-related noise in the stacked
records. This noise is associated with four 90-degree bends in the data acquisition line
due to bends in the road.
The noise reduction methods include: 1.) High fold cmp elimination. 2.) Careful
selection of velocity function locations. 3.) Variation of the number of velocity functions
used to stack the data. 4.) Reduction in the number of channels used in the stacking
process. 5.) Use of only one side of the split-spread survey.
The results show that the best method for geometry-related noise reduction for
this particular survey is use of straight slalom-line binning geometry. The straight-slalom
line binning method resulted in a stacked record showing a significant reduction of the
noise (Figure 4.3). The fold plot for the data processed using straight slalom-line binning
(Figure 4.6) results in a nominal fold of 60.
The stacked record obtained from the crooked-line binning method showed
disruptions of the reflections at the 90 degree bends in the line (figure 4.1). The fold plot
of the crooked-line binning method showed extremely high fold (800) at the bends
(figure 4.4) which is much higher than the calculated nominal fold (60). Many of the
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traces in the high fold cmps have reflections that are not in-phase, resulting in the noisy
disrupted stacked reflections.
The curved slalom-line method (figure 4.2) resulted in greater noise reduction
than did the crooked-line binning method, however, noise is still present in the stacked
record. The fold plot for the curved slalom-line varies somewhat from the nominal fold of
60 for the survey, but the variation is significantly less than that for the crooked-line
binning. Thus, fewer traces in the higher fold cmps are out of phase when stacked and
the noise is less than for the crooked-line record.
Changes in the velocity function locations may reduce or enhance the noise
caused by survey geometry in the stacked record. The stacked records in figures 4.13,
4.17, and 4.21 had velocity functions located at the 90 degree bends (figures 4.11, 4.15,
and 4.19), which increased the noise in the records. Conversely, the stacked records in
figures 4.14, 4.18, and 4.22 had velocity functions located away from the bends (figure
4.12, 4.16, and 4.20, which reduced the noise in the stacked records. Therefore, it is
clear that that velocity function locations is very important for reduction of geometryrelated noise, and that the noise is directly related to the inclusion of data recorded
around the bends in the line where high fold cmps occur.
Changing the number of velocity functions used in the stacking process can
reduce or enhance the noise in the stacked record (figures 4.23, 4.24, and 4.25). The
stacked records showed a consistent relationship between the quality of the reflections
and the number of velocity functions. As the number of velocity functions increased the
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reflections became stronger and more continuous showing that the number of velocity
functions used is important to creating a high quality stacked record.
Reducing the number of channels on each side of the shot removed the noise
caused by survey geometry but at the expense of reflection strength. The stacked
records with only 12 channels on each side of the shot removed the noise but also
reduced the strength of the reflections and did not detect the geologic structure, on the
western side of the line (figure 4.26). On the stacked record obtained from the 60
channels east of the shot (figure 4.28), the amount of noise apparently did not change
but the reflection strength was reduced when compared to the full 120 channel stacked
record (figure 4.29). On the stacked record created with just 60 channels west of the
shot (figure 4.30) the area affected by the noise increased slightly, but the reflection
strength was also reduced when compared to the 120 full channel stacked record
(figure 4.29). These results demonstrate that removing channels does not appear to be
a viable method to remove geometry-related noise for this survey.
Removing the high fold cmp traces from the stacked record was the least
effective method. The stacked records with the high fold traces removed (figures 4.8,
4.9, 4.10), are identical to the stacked records in figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 except for the
missing (removed) trace. One trace on a stacked record correlates to one cmp bin; this
means that removal of each high fold cmp translates to removing one trace from the
stacked record. In order for this method to be effective for noise removal, a number of
stacked traces must be removed. This would affect the interpretation of the data and
possibly remove important structures.
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The interpretation of the Indian Creek stacked record shows five major reflections
and a geological structure located in the western section of the line. The major
reflections on the stacked record are the Golconda Formation, Barlow Limestone, New
Albany Shale, Knox Supergroup and the Eau Claire Formation. These reflections were
identified using the combined information from the Stricklin well located adjacent to the
Indian Creek seismic line, and the interpreted stacked record of the Hamilton county line
(Sexton et al., 1986) located at its closest point approximately one mile north of the
Indian Creek line. The origin and identification of the structure located in the western
section of the Indian Creek line remains somewhat uncertain, but the preliminary
interpretation of the data suggests the feature is a fault.
The professionally processed stacked record and the stacked record created for
this thesis show the same reflections. Both records show a possible geological structure
located in the western section of survey, but it is more clearly defined and resolved as a
fault on the stacked record produced for this thesis. The difference between the
appearances of the structure is primarily the result of the number and locations of
velocity functions. The professionally processed record does not have any velocity
functions located near the fault structure (figure 4.38). Consequently, the associated
velocity model interpolation, results in a lack of structural definition and resolution.
Based on this, it would have been more effective for the professionally processed
record to have more velocity functions across the survey profile, especially in the vicinity
of the structure under consideration.
Future work with the Indian Creek dataset could involve using additional
processing methods designed to enhance and refine reflections and their continuity. For
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example summing several of the stacked traces and replacing one of the summed
traces is often effective in noise reduction. Frequency-wavenumber filtering could be
effective for reducing noise also. Additional experimenting with other noise reduction
methods would be useful in determining what is effective.
To aid in the interpretation process a check shot survey and a VSP survey could
be performed (provided funds were available, although unlikely) in the Stricklin well.
Further study of the Indian Creek survey data should involve two dimensional seismic
reflection computer modeling to aid in more clearly characterizing the physical nature of
the fault structure, and explore its potential as an economical resource for oil or gas.
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Appendix 1

144

List of data traces removed during the editing process

145

Trace: 20

Trace: 937

Trace: 1481

Trace: 1866

Trace: 81

Trace: 943

Trace: 1482

Trace: 1992

Trace: 143

Trace: 944

Trace: 1483

Trace: 1993

Trace: 206

Trace: 1011

Trace: 1484

Trace: 1994

Trace: 208

Trace: 1162

Trace: 1485

Trace: 1997

Trace: 270

Trace: 1096

Trace: 1486

Trace: 1996

Trace: 272

Trace: 1239

Trace: 1487

Trace: 1995

Trace: 335

Trace: 1323

Trace: 1488

Trace: 1985

Trace: 419

Trace: 1324

Trace: 1489

Trace: 1978

Trace: 420

Trace: 1325

Trace: 1490

Trace: 1986

Trace: 410

Trace: 1326

Trace: 1566

Trace: 1998

Trace: 432

Trace: 1327

Trace: 1567

Trace: 2085

Trace: 433

Trace: 1328

Trace: 1568

Trace: 2174

Trace: 439

Trace: 1329

Trace: 1569

Trace: 2249

Trace: 440

Trace: 1313

Trace: 1572

Trace: 2257

Trace: 441

Trace: 1364

Trace: 1571

Trace: 2256

Trace: 397

Trace: 1407

Trace: 1565

Trace: 2265

Trace: 536

Trace: 1408

Trace: 1570

Trace: 2424

Trace: 582

Trace: 1409

Trace: 1648

Trace: 2425

Trace: 651

Trace: 1444

Trace: 1573

Trace: 2426

Trace: 721

Trace: 1476

Trace: 1671

Trace: 2427

Trace: 792

Trace: 1477

Trace: 1663

Trace: 2428

Trace: 845

Trace: 1478

Trace: 1722

Trace: 2429

Trace: 846

Trace: 1479

Trace: 1880

Trace: 2430

Trace: 864

Trace: 1480

Trace: 1881

Trace: 2431
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Trace: 2468

Trace: 3233

Trace: 4167

Trace: 4284

Trace: 2561

Trace: 3234

Trace: 4168

Trace: 4285

Trace: 2635

Trace: 3235

Trace: 4169

Trace: 4286

Trace: 2655

Trace: 3236

Trace: 4170

Trace: 4287
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Trace: 2846
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Trace: 5685
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Appendix 2
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157

Figure 2.1: Kirchoff migration with a 60 degree dip. This record is from the Crooked-line binning method. The black
rectangle marks the location of a structure.

158

Figure 2.2: Finite difference migration with an 80 degree dip. This record is from the Crooked-line binning method. The
black rectangle marks the location of a structure.

159

Figure 2.3: kirchoff migration with a 15 degree dip. This record is from the curved slalom-line binning method. The black
rectangle marks the location of a structure.

160

Figure 2.4: Kirchhoff migration with a 30 degree dip. This record is from the curved slalom-line binning method. The
black rectangle marks the location of a structure.

161

Figure 2.5: Kirchhoff migration with a 60 degree dip. This record is from the curved slalom-line binning method. The
black rectangle marks the location of a structure.

162

Figure 2.26: Finite difference migration with a 15 degree dip. This record is from the curved slalom-line binning method.
The black rectangle marks the location of a structure.

163

Figure 2.7: Finite difference migration with a 45 degree dip. This record is from the curved slalom-line binning method.
The black rectangle marks the location of a structure.

164

Figure 2.8: Finite difference migration with a 80 degree dip. This record is from the curved slalom-line binning method.
The black rectangle marks the location of a structure.

165

Figure 2.9: Kirchhoff migration with a 15 degree dip. This record is from the straight slalom-line binning method. The
black rectangle marks the location of a structure.

166

Figure 2.10: Kirchhoff migration 30 degree dip. This record is from the straight slalom-line binning method. The black
rectangle marks the location of a structure.

167

Figure 2.11: Kirchhoff migration with a 60 degree dip. This record is from the straight slalom-line binning method. The
black rectangle marks the location of a structure.

168

Figure 4.12: Finite difference migration with a 15 degree dip. This record is from the straight slalom-line binning method.
The black rectangle marks the location of a structure.

169

Figure 2.13: Finite difference migration with a 45 degree dip. This record is from the straight slalom-line binning method.
The black rectangle marks the location of a structure.
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Figure 3.1: Crooked-line binning method with midpoints shown.

171

Figure 3.2: Curved slalom-line binning method with midpoints shown

Figure 3.3: Straight slalom-line binning method with midpoints shown.
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List of velocities from the velocity models

173

Table 4.1: Velocities from the velocities from the velocity model in figure 4.11

174

CDP: 190
Time (ms)
214
469
777
995
1397
1570
1991

V (ft/s)
8985
9605
11115
13120
12105
15570
17925

CDP: 160
Time (ms)
193
358
530
798
1181
1570
1995

V (ft/s)
10395
12030
13345
16465
17430
18395
19215

CDP: 130
Time (ms)
224
534
995
1148
1257
1560
1990

V (ft/s)
18345
19535
18620
18395
18545
19065
19510

CDP: 100
Time (ms)
214
533
763
989
1138
1549
1995

V (ft/s)
19040
19215
19290
15075
18225
14135
15175

CDP: 70
Time (ms)
244
498
784
980
1122
1550
1992

V (ft/s)
9160
11015
14185
14880
16860
13960
14630

CDP: 40
Time (ms)
305
531
793
958
1289
1562
1990

V (ft/s)
10175
11560
15570
18225
18990
19635
19880

CDP: 370
Time (ms)
214
541
801
949
1282
1576
1994

V (ft/s)
9530
10520
13145
15025
16390
17530
18745

CDP: 340
Time (ms)
244
537
864
1104
1296
1569
1995

V (ft/s)
10345
12425
14905
16115
16710
17655
18840

CDP: 310
Time (ms)
140
319
530
801
1115
1567
1995

V (ft/s)
9255
11190
11810
12850
13915
15025
16070

CDP: 280
Time (ms)
216
426
520
982
1294
1567
1995

V (ft/s)
9580
9850
10670
11905
11410
11190
13765

CDP: 250
Time (ms)
223
459
524
798
1113
1414
1991

V (ft/s)
9825
11510
12305
13320
14980
17035
18670

CDP: 220
Time (ms)
220
501
793
1108
1393
1648
1990

V (ft/s)
9850
11265
13145
15225
16115
17180
18245

CDP: 460
Time (ms)
203
572
818
979
1124
1559
1987

V (ft/s)
9405
11760
14210
15500
16660
17875
18815

Table 4.2: Velocities from the velocity model in figure 4.12
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CDP: 220
Time (ms)
223
504
784
1110
1385
1746
1990

V (ft/s)
9700
11435
13020
14605
15770
17430
18520

CDP: 190
Time (ms)
247
825
979
1107
1388
1567
1984

V (ft/s)
9950
13120
13960
14485
15550
16465
18125

CDP: 160
Time (ms)
190
535
801
1118
1380
1553
1988

V (ft/s)
10295
12355
13890
15225
16365
17205
19140

CDP: 70
Time (ms)
173
507
788
986
1121
1542
1991

V (ft/s)
10495
11980
13890
14680
15250
17035
18815

CDP: 40
Time (ms)
221
527
800
1145
1569
1771
1987

V (ft/s)
10695
11485
13985
15250
16760
17700
18645

CDP: 10
Time (ms)
221
525
800
1142
1570
1771
1988

V (ft/s)
10645
11460
13985
15225
16760
17725
18595

CDP: 430
Time (ms)
217
345
811
982
1147
1592
1990

V (ft/s)
9825
10745
13515
14235
14955
16860
18670

CDP: 370
Time (ms)
224
535
810
972
1238
1574
1988

V (ft/s)
9530
11610
12945
13690
14855
16315
18645

CDP: 340
Time (ms)
243
534
813
1094
1418
1579
1984

V (ft/s)
10395
12280
14010
15175
16540
17330
19015

CDP: 310
Time (ms)
193
524
702
948
1188
1566
1984

V (ft/s)
9750
12005
12995
14335
15375
17010
18790

CDP: 280
Time (ms)
211
511
794
993
1296
1573
1984

V (ft/s)
9825
10990
12995
14035
15225
16465
18395

CDP: 250
Time (ms)
220
521
800
1111
1417
1704
1988

V (ft/s)
9850
11880
13420
14730
16095
17480
18815

CDP: 460
Time (ms)
211
544
811
982
1117
1404
1987

V (Ft/s)
9825
11930
13345
14110
14855
16020
18370

Table 4.3: Velocities from the velocity model in figure 4.15
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CDP: 160
Time (ms)
221
453
774
1101
1410
1573
1994

V (ft/s)
10050
11265
13145
14260
15225
15745
16190

CDP: 130
Time (ms)
170
466
804
982
1252
1414
1991

V (ft/s)
10545
12600
14780
16115
16660
16935
17750

CDP: 100
Time (ms)
454
807
986
1140
1267
1771
1990

V (ft/s)
10645
11905
12800
12920
13195
13715
13940

CDP: 70
Time (ms)
240
452
771
992
1114
1306
1992

V (ft/s)
9230
12080
13915
14385
14605
14905
15670

CDP: 40
Time (ms)
127
278
443
524
801
1566
1994

V (ft/s)
9085
11240
12625
12995
14085
15400
15695

CDP: 10
Time (ms)
119
250
560
800
1056
1563
1997

V (ft/s)
10940
12500
14485
15125
15425
15820
16095

CDP: 430
Time (ms)
186
552
815
966
1127
1572
1994

V (ft/s)
9555
12550
14630
15720
16540
17330
17825

CDP: 400
Time (ms)
255
349
540
804
972
1144
1992

V (ft/s)
10075
10940
12425
14555
15670
16490
17680

CDP: 310
Time (ms)
233
533
750
859
972
1088
1992

V (ft/s)
10420
12875
14655
15350
16215
16685
17925

CDP: 280
Time (ms)
136
321
524
815
985
1114
1995

V (ft/s)
9800
11510
12875
14805
16190
16540
17630

CDP: 220
Time (ms)
132
513
807
987
1114
1417
1992

V (ft/s)
9775
12725
14855
16265
16760
17230
17900

CDP: 190
Time (ms)
120
460
798
980
1108
1384
1998

V (ft/s)
9800
12030
14285
15400
16165
16590
17405

CDP: 460
Time (ms)
139
363
592
969
1154
1407
1995

V (ft/s)
10370
12105
14010
15920
16810
17480
18320

Table 4.4: Velocities from the velocity model in figure 4.16
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CDP: 250
Time (ms)
214
523
804
1127
1306
1577
1997

V (ft/s)
9875
11660
13915
15920
16390
17430
19240

CDP: 220
Time (ms)
218
527
811
995
1122
1420
1994

V (ft/s)
10050
12825
14655
15645
16440
17205
19240

CDP: 190
Time (ms)
133
456
796
1113
1388
1574
1992

V (ft/s)
9605
11360
14110
15995
17010
17680
19090

CDP: 160
Time (ms)
133
406
786
1108
1405
1574
1995

V (ft/s)
9800
10790
13665
15595
16985
17750
19065

CDP: 70
Time (ms)
129
503
788
986
1130
1555
1997

V (ft/s)
9775
11660
14185
15375
16070
17750
19015

CDP: 40
Time (ms)
130
530
803
952
1293
1550
1998

V (ft/s)
9630
11855
14310
15275
16685
17680
19065

CDP: 430
Time (ms)
179
565
815
980
1117
1314
1972

V (ft/s)
10025
11955
13790
14855
15670
16565
19240

CDP: 400
Time (ms)
207
343
466
810
966
1573
1974

V (ft/s)
10175
10670
11240
13540
14655
17330
19140

CDP: 370
Time (ms)
238
515
794
953
1316
1574
1977

V (ft/s)
10270
10915
13295
14485
16265
17230
19065

CDP: 340
Time (ms)
238
538
818
997
1124
1576
1995

V (ft/s)
10320
12080
13640
14955
15770
17680
19410

CDP: 310
Time (ms)
241
534
751
814
975
1094
1991

V (ft/s)
10320
12700
14730
15375
16465
16785
19510

CDP: 280
Time (ms)
136
328
524
811
956
1584
1994

V (ft/s)
9555
11980
12800
15820
16910
18370
19635

CDP: 460
Time (ms)
180
815
986
1115
1312
1712
1975

V (ft/s)
9975
13765
14880
15645
16590
18150
19265

Table 4.5: Velocities from the velocity model in figure 4.19
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CDP: 220
Time (ms)
211
514
810
995
1115
1411
1995

V (ft/s)
10150
12750
14605
15450
15770
16935
19265

CDP: 160
Time (ms)
217
456
780
1095
1249
1577
1994

V (ft/s)
10125
11065
12600
14505
15125
16760
18695

CDP: 130
Time (ms)
271
470
985
1115
1262
1792
1990

CDP: 400
Time (ms)
216
534
803
968
1147
1309
1995

V (ft/s)
10000
11810
13515
13890
14410
15200
18670

CDP: 370
Time (ms)
247
507
669
778
955
1570
1995

V (ft/s)
10125
10990
11810
12375
13145
16240
18370

CDP: 340
Time (ms)
233
316
528
699
814
999
1992

V (ft/s)
10200
12180
15795
16165
16565
17380
17725

V (ft/s)
10175
10990
11880
12525
13320
14135
18990
CDP: 430
Time (ms)
181
577
814
975
1120
1552
1987

CDP: 100
Time (ms)
149
335
797
987
1265
1772
1997

V (ft/s)
8835
9900
11510
12305
12875
13765
14260

CDP: 70
Time (ms)
245
510
797
979
1121
1563
1994

V (ft/s)
8960
12080
13715
14755
15275
16190
17230

CDP: 40
Time (ms)
243
454
527
805
956
1573
1994

V (ft/s)
8785
11265
11760
13540
14410
15920
17085

CDP: 310
Time (ms)
235
525
750
858
1248
1570
1997

V (ft/s)
10395
12775
14580
15150
16960
18025
19410

CDP: 280
Time (ms)
140
324
524
811
1108
1572
1991

V (ft/s)
9655
11735
12970
14780
16190
18000
19140

CDP: 250
Time (ms)
217
595
813
965
1297
1570
1991

V (ft/s)
10000
11560
13070
14010
15720
16835
18470

V (ft/s)
9580
12180
13985
14335
15050
16910
18840

Table 4.6: Velocities from the velocity model in figure 4.20
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CDP: 250
Time (ms)
213
520
800
990
1296
1573
1978

V (ft/s)
10000
11585
12970
14260
15820
16960
18595

CDP: 220
Time (ms)
221
518
794
1117
1427
1660
1975

V (ft/s)
10025
11930
13295
15005
16685
17725
19090

CDP: 190
Time (ms)
220
510
801
968
1374
1570
1980

V (ft/s)
10000
10965
12700
13815
15920
16935
18790

CDP: 160
Time (ms)
207
515
777
1101
1370
1573
1980

V (ft/s)
9700
10890
12400
13985
15475
16660
18620

CDP: 70
Time (ms)
139
508
798
982
1125
1570
1987

V (ft/s)
9775
11830
13465
14705
15525
17505
18940

CDP: 40
Time (ms)
123
456
804
965
1394
1570
1990

V (ft/s)
9430
11830
14485
15250
17180
17975
18865

CDP: 430
Time (ms)
208
561
813
990
1117
1569
1961

V (ft/s)
9700
11830
13345
14285
14880
16910
18815

CDP: 400
Time (ms)
206
345
808
965
1145
1313
1965

V (ft/s)
9825
10645
12970
13815
14555
15300
18470

CDP: 370
Time (ms)
207
521
790
955
1314
1572
1972

V (ft/s)
9505
10815
12500
13270
14880
16045
18150

CDP: 340
Time (ms)
207
534
805
970
1178
1570
1972

V (ft/s)
9555
11785
13045
13790
14830
16810
18865

CDP: 310
Time (ms)
231
535
753
1098
1282
1567
1978

V (ft/s)
10470
12355
13490
15225
16070
17280
19165

CDP: 280
Time (ms)
137
521
815
1114
1286
1570
1977

V (ft/s)
9555
11930
13765
15350
16070
17305
18990

CDP: 460
Time (ms)
230
372
562
960
1118
1567
1961

V (ft/s)
9605
10670
11830
14085
14905
16885
18815

Velocity Models
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Figure 4.1: Crooked-line binning method velocity model with three velocity functions.

Figure 4.2: Crooked-line binning method velocity model with five velocity functions.
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Figure 4.3: Crooked-line binning method velocity model with nine velocity functions.

Figure 4.4: Curved slalom-line binning method velocity model with three velocity
functions.
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Figure 4.5: Curved slalom-line binning method velocity model with five velocity
functions.

Figure 4.6: Curved slalom-line binning method velocity model with nine velocity
functions.
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Figure 4.7: Straight slalom-line binning method velocity model with three velocity
functions.

Figure 4.8: Straight slalom-line binning method velocity model with five velocity
functions.
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Figure 4.9: Straight slalom-line binning method velocity model with nine velocity
functions.
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Three velocity functions for the Crooked-line (INCC), the Curved slalom-line (INCCSL)
and the straight slalom-line (INCSL) binning methods
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INCC
CDP: 40
221
527
800
1145
1569
1771
1987
CDP: 280
211
511
794
993
1296
1573
1984
CDP: 430
217
345
811
982
1147
1592
1990

10695
11485
13985
15250
16760
17700
18645
9825
10990
12995
14035
15225
16465
18395
9825
10745
13515
14235
14955
16860
18670

INCCSL
CDP: 40
130
530
803
952
1293
1550
1998
CDP: 250
214
523
804
1127
1306
1577
1997
CDP: 430
179
565
815
980
1117
1314
1997

9630
11855
14310
15275
16685
17680
19065
9875
11660
13915
15920
16390
17430
19240
10025
11955
13790
14855
15670
16565
19385

187

INCSL
CDP: 40
123
456
804
965
1394
1570
1990
CDP: 250
213
520
800
990
1296
1573
1978
CDP: 430
208
561
813
990
1117
1569
1994

9430
11830
14485
15250
17180
17975
18865
10000
11585
12970
14260
15820
16960
18595
9700
11830
13345
14285
14880
16910
19015

Five velocity functions for the Crooked-line (INCC), the Curved slalom-line (INCCSL)
and the straight slalom-line (INCSL) binning methods

188

INCC
CDP: 40
221
527
800
1145
1569
1771
1987
CDP: 160
190
535
801
1118
1380
1553
1988
CDP: 250
220
521
800
1111
1417
1704
1988
CDP: 340
243
534
813
1094
1418
1579
1984
CDP: 430
217
345
811
982
1147
1592
1990

10695
11485
13985
15250
16760
17700
18645
10295
12355
13890
15225
16365
17205
19140
9850
11880
13420
14730
16095
17480
18815
10395
12280
14010
15175
16540
17330
19015
9825
10745
13515
14235
14955
16860
18670

INCCSL
CDP: 40
130
530
803
952
1293
1550
1998
CDP: 190
133
456
796
1113
1388
1574
1992
CDP: 250
214
523
804
1127
1306
1577
1997
CDP: 310
241
534
751
814
975
1094
1991
CDP: 430
179
565
815
980
1117
1314
1997

9630
11855
14310
15275
16685
17680
19065
9605
11360
14110
15995
17010
17680
19090
9875
11660
13915
15920
16390
17430
19240
10320
12700
14730
15375
16465
16785
19510
10025
11955
13790
14855
15670
16565
19410
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INCSL
CDP: 40
123
456
804
965
1394
1570
1990
CDP: 190
220
510
801
968
1374
1570
1980
CDP: 250
213
520
800
990
1296
1573
1978
CDP: 310
231
535
753
1098
1282
1567
1978
CDP: 430
208
561
813
990
1117
1569
1995

9430
11830
14485
15250
17180
17975
18865
10000
10965
12700
13815
15920
16935
18790
10000
11585
12970
14260
15820
16960
18595
10470
12355
13490
15225
16070
17280
19165
9700
11830
13345
14285
14880
16910
18990

Nine velocity functions for the Crooked-line (INCC), the Curved slalom-line (INCCSL)
and the straight slalom-line (INCSL) binning methods
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INCC
CDP: 10
226
525
801
1113
1333
1567
1985
CDP: 40
221
527
800
1145
1569
1771
1987
CDP: 70
173
507
788
986
1121
1542
1991
CDP: 160
190
535
801
1118
1380
1553
1988
CDP: 220
223
504
784
1110
1385
1746
1990

10670
11485
14010
15075
15895
16760
18645
10695
11485
13985
15250
16760
17700
18645
10495
11980
13890
14680
15250
17035
18815
10295
12355
13890
15225
16365
17205
19140

CDP: 280
211
511
794
993
1296
1573
1984
CDP: 340
243
534
813
1094
1418
1579
1984
CDP: 400
226
508
793
1169
1314
1574
1988
CDP: 460
211
544
811
982
1117
1404
1987

9825
10990
12995
14035
15225
16465
18395
10395
12280
14010
15175
16540
17330
19015
9555
10990
12675
14360
15025
16070
18295
9825
11930
13345
14110
14855
16020
18370

9700
11435
13020
14605
15770
17430
18520

191

INCCSL
CDP: 40
130
530
803
952
1293
1550
1998
CDP: 160
133
406
786
1108
1405
1574
1995
CDP: 190
133
456
796
1113
1388
1574
1992
CDP: 220
218
527
811
995
1122
1420
1994
CDP: 250
214
523
804
1127
1306
1577
1997

9630
11855
14310
15275
16685
17680
19065
9800
10790
13665
15595
16985
17750
19065
9605
11360
14110
15995
17010
17680
19090
10050
12825
14655
15645
16440
17205
19240
9875
11660
13915
15920
16390
17430
19240

CDP: 280
136
328
524
811
956
1584
1994
CDP: 310
241
534
751
814
975
1094
1991
CDP: 340
238
538
818
997
1124
1576
1995
CDP: 430
179
565
815
980
1117
1314
1994

9555
11980
12800
15820
16910
18370
19635
10320
12700
14730
15375
16465
16785
19510
10320
12080
13640
14955
15770
17680
19410
10025
11955
13790
14855
15670
16565
19335

INCSL
CDP: 40
123
456
804
965
1394
1570
1990
CDP: 160
207
515
777
1101
1370
1573
1980
CDP: 190
220
510
801
968
1374
1570
1980
CDP: 220
221
518
794
1117
1427
1660
1975
CDP: 250
213
520
800
990
1296
1573
1978

9430
11830
14485
15250
17180
17975
18865
9700
10890
12400
13985
15475
16660
18620
10000
10965
12700
13815
15920
16935
18790
10025
11930
13295
15005
16685
17725
19090
10000
11585
12970
14260
15820
16960
18595
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CDP: 280
137
521
815
1114
1286
1570
1977
CDP: 310
231
535
753
1098
1282
1567
1978
CDP: 340
207
534
805
970
1178
1570
1972
CDP: 430
208
561
813
990
1117
1569
1997

9555
11930
13765
15350
16070
17305
18990
10470
12355
13490
15225
16070
17280
19165
9555
11785
13045
13790
14830
16810
18865
9700
11830
13345
14285
14880
16910
18990
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Figure 4.10: Curved slalom-line binning method stacked section with three velocity functions. The location of the velocity
functions are marked by the red arrows.
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Figure 4.11: Curved slalom-line stacked section with five velocity functions. Notice the slight improvement in the
reflections compare to the stacked section with three velocity functions in figure 4.10. The location of the velocity
functions are marked by the red arrows.
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Figure 4.12: Curved slalom-line binning method stacked section with nine velocity functions. Notice the improvement in
the reflections compare to the stacked sections with three and five velocity functions (Figures 4.11 and 4.10). The
location of the velocity functions are marked by the red arrows
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Figure 4.13: Straight slalom-line binning method stacked section with three velocity functions. The location of the velocity
functions are marked by the red arrows.
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Figure 4.14: Straight slalom-line binning method stacked section with five velocity functions. Notice the slight
improvement in the reflections compare to the reflection in three velocity function stacked record of the straight slalomline binning method (figure 4.13). The location of the velocity functions are marked by the red arrows.
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Figure 4.15: Straight slalom-line binning method stacked section with nine velocity functions. Notice the improvement in
the reflections of the nine velocity stacked section compare to the stacked sections of the straight slalom-line binning
method with three and five velocity functions (figures 4.13 and 4.14). The location of the velocity functions are marked by
the red arrows.

Appendix 5
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Crooked-line binning method channel reduction stacks
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Figure 5.1: Twelve channels on the east side of the shot.

Figure 5.2: Twelve channels on the west side of the shot.

201

Figure 5.3: Twenty four channels on each side of the shot.

Figure 5.4: Twenty four channels on the east side. Notice it is similar to the twelve
channels on the east side of the shot in figure 4.1.
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Figure 5.5: Twenty four channels on the west side of the shot.

Figure 5.6: Forty eight channels on the east side of the shot.
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Figure 5.6: Forty eight channels on the west side of the shot. Notice that the reflections
are more apparent than the reflections in the twelve and twenty four channels on the
west side of the shot (figure 4.1 and 4.5).
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Curved slalom-line binning method channel reduction stacks
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Figure 5.7: Twelve channels on each side of the shot.

Figure 5.8: Twelve channels on the east side of the shot.
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Figure 5.9: Twelve channels on the west side of the shot.

Figure 5.10: Twenty four channels on each side of the shot.
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Figure 5.11: Twenty four channels on the east side of the shot.

Figure 5.12: Twenty four channels on the west side of the shot.
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Figure 5.13: Forty eight channels on each side of the shot.

Figure 5.14: Forty eight channels on the east side of the shot.
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Figure 5.15: Forty eight channels on the west side of the shot. Notice that the reflections
are more apparent than the reflections in figure 4.9.

Figure 5.16: Sixty channels on the east side of shot.
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Figure 5.17: Sixty channels on the west side of the shot.
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Straight slalom-line binning method channel reduction stacks
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Figure 5.18: Twelve channels on each side of the shot.

Figure 5.19: Twelve channels on the east side of the shot.

213

Figure 5.20: Twelve channels on the west side of the shot.

Figure 5.21: Twenty four channels on each side of the shot.
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Figure 5.21: Twenty four channels on the east side of the shot.

Figure 5.22: Twenty four channels on the west side of the shot.
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Figure 5.23: Forty eight channels on each side of the shot.

Figure 5.24: Forty eight channels on the east side of the shot.

216

Figure 5.23: Forty eight channels on the west side of the shot.

Figure 5.24: Sixty channels on the east side of the shot.

217

Figure 5.25: Sixty channels on the west side of the shot.
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Appendix 6

219

Figure 6.1: Synthetic seismogram constructed from an extracted wavelet from the
crooked-binning method. The sonic log (right) used to generated the synthetic
seismogram (middle). The synthetic seismogram was correlated to the real seismic data
(left). The tops are marked.

220

Figure 6.2: Synthetic seismogram created with an Ormsby wavelet. The sonic log (right)
used to generated the synthetic seismogram (middle). The synthetic seismogram was
correlated to the real seismic data from the crooked-line binning method (left). The tops
are marked.

221

Figure 6.3: Synthetic seismogram created with a Ricker wavelet. The sonic log (right)
used to generated the synthetic seismogram (middle). The synthetic seismogram was
correlated to the real seismic data from the crooked-line binning method (left). The tops
are marked.
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